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INTRODUCTION

Background

Since the firstAsian Regional Workalop on 'Population and Family
-.-

Education organized by the Unesco Regional Office for Education in Asia,
Bangkok, in October 1970, there are now 14 countries in Asia alone which,
have recognized population edtcation as oneantervention strategy for
development.

.
,

. ..
Varied innoVaeive strategies, approaches, methodologieg and

Materials have continuoUsly been developed and used to meet changing.
needs 'and .requirdments in different countries. A lot could be shared by'
Member States 1 various aspects of population education. Much could be
done in co-opetatively planning and d veloping new strategies, programmes
and activities both at the national\an regional levels to qualitatively
improve existing programmes-in the formal and non-forMal sectors . Hence,

this Cdnsultative Seminar.,
"

.

Organizer *.

-The Regional Consultative Seminar on Population Education was
Organized by the Unesco Regional Office fOr Education in Asia and the '

PaOlic (ROEAP) at the Unesco Regional Office, B4rVgkoln. frOm 11-to 18
October 1982. The Seminar wavconvened as part of the dctiirity envpioped
in the Unesco Project No. RAS/74/Ed.1/UNFPA Project RAS/74/P02 approved
fdr 1982.:

Qbjdctive

The main objectives oi the:Seminar were: (i) to provide oppor-

.,

tunities for sharing country experiences in population education; and
(ii) to-co-operatively develop Atial_plogrammes for thequalitative
improvement of population education programmes at the national gd re-
gional leVels in the formal and non-formal sectors on the basis of the
needs of the countries. i

Participation

. Twenty-seven participants from the Democratic Republic of
Afghanistan', Banglad4sh., 'People's Republic of China, India, Indonesia,
Malaysia, Nepal, Pakistan, Philippines, Republic of Korea, Sri Lanka,
Thailand and the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam took part in the deliber-
ations of the Seminar. LikewiSe, observers from ESCAP,WHO, ILO, UNICEF,
the Planned Parenthood Association of Thailand and from Australia and
Thailand attended the Seminar. (See Annex I for the List of Participants
and Observers.)

i ) ,



Regional consultative seminar - Population education

Preparation.of the seminar

- The 8'eminar was preceded by a Technical Working Group consisting

of five resouvce persons from India, the Philippines, Elle Republic of

Korea, Sri Lanka and Thailand,
which met from 4 to 8 October 1982. The

Technical Working Group prepared one of the working documents of the

Seminar, entitled "Action Programmes for the Qualitative Improvements of.

Population Education Programmes at ;he National and Regional Levels".

The working document consists-of three parts, namely: (i) Review of e

Developmentg, Trends and Problems in Population Education; (ii) Action

Programmes for the Qualitative Improvements of Population Education at

the National and Regional Levels, containing an assessmentof needs and .

requirements and action programmes to meet such need; and (iii) Regional

Programme for the Development''of Population Education. :

Inauguration of the seminar

The Seminar was inaugurated by Mr. Raja Roy Singh, Assistant

Director-General, Unesco ROEAP, at 09:30 hours on 11 October 1982.

,Dr. J.'s. Parsons, UNFPA Deputy Representative, Thailand, also addressed.

Atha Seminar. 'Dr. L. de la Cruz, Regional Adviser on Populatfon

Education) del4vered the welcome address. (See'Annexes II to IV for the

texts of the speeches.)
-;

Election of officers

The following were elected officers of the Seminar:

Mr. Mahmood Aminul Islam

(Bangladesh)

Misg-Asiah Abu Samah

(Malayslel:

Dr! Kamol Sudptasert

(Thailand)

Mr. W.S. Perera
(Sri Lanka)

Chairman

Vice-Chairman

Vice-Chairman

Rapporteur General

The working groupi had 'the 'following

Group A - Formal education

Miss Asiah Abu Samah.

(Malaysia)

Dr. Lucila M. Maniueac

(Philippines)

',Group B --Non-formal educatfon

Dr% Kamol Sudprasert

(Thailand)

Rukhsana Hahidi

(Pakistan)

2

officers:

Chairman

Rapporteur

Chairman

Rapporteur
a
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Introduction

Agenda

The Seminar deliberated on the review of experiences based on
the country papers presented by the participants, which outlined de-
'velopments, trends and prob1ems; the needs and.requirements and action.
programmes for the qualititive imprOvement of poptilation education at
the national-and regionnl levels; and on the proposed regiOnal prouamme
for.the development of population education based on the working
document prepared by the Technidal Workinroup. To allow a mote
detailed deliberation on the action prograMmes for,the qualitative imr
pr.ovement of populatibn education at the national and regional levd1s,
two working groups were constituted, one, devoting attention to thn
formal education and the other to the non-formal educatidn sectors. The

Seminar also discbssed regional cd-operation in population education.
(See Annex V for the Agenda of the Seminar.)

Closing programme

Th4 Seminar held its closing'programme at 11:00 hours on
18 October 1982, with Mr, J. Ratnaike, Director a.i. as the main

- speakei% The Chairman and the other officers 6f the Seminar, as well -
as some of the participants made brief remarks.

,,
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Chapter One

. .

REVIgW OF DEVELOPMENTS, TRENDS AND FROBLEMS IN
POPULATION EDUCATIA

Introduction

Exactly 12 years ago, am importont event took'place in the field
of population educltiOn in Asia. A Regional Workstiop in Population and
Family Education wai orga6ized in September-October 1970 by the Unesco
Regional 'Office.for Education in Asia at Bangkok. The Workshop paved the
way for the introduction of nationi-wide programmes of population education
in several Asian countries with funding from the United Nations Fund, for
Population Acti/ities (UNFPA) and continuing technical assistance from
the Unesco Regional Office. It may be said that population education
has, in a sense, matured during the past 12 years from birth through
infancy ind childhood, and is now on the ehreshold'of adolescence. The
participants of the RegioAal.. Consultative Seminar feli that a stage has
been,reached when it would be appropriate to take a quick but critical
look at the padt with a view to deriving lessons from it for the future.

A wealth of experience in population education has been generated
in c6untc4es of the region since the above-mentioned 1970 Regional
Workshop. Many of the countries in Asia and the Pacific have ftow
accepted population educat±on as one of the intervention strategies for
development and 20 countries (AfghanistanBangladesh, People's ReOublic
of China, Fiji, Federated States of Micronesia. India, Indonesia, Marshall
Islands, Malaysia, Nepal, Pakistan, Palau, the Philippines, the Republic
of Korea, Sri*Lanka, Solomon Islands,- Thailand, Tonga, Turkey and the
Socialist Republic of Viet Nam) are implementing national population
education programmes. (.

r.

Population education programmes in these countries are at various

stages of development. The stimulus to large scale programmes came with\
the provision of funding by the UNFPA and/or World Bank along with tech-
nical assistance from Unesco. It will be noted that some countries
started Rrogrammes in both the in-schocil and the out-of-schoorsectors,
simultaneously, while other countries started withone of the two sectors.

A

In this chapter, the develoPments, trends and 'analysis offproblems
in'population Olucation will be discussed under eight broad headings,

namely:

1. Awareness and commitment
2. Planning and management
3. Curriculum and materials development: reconcePtualization

4. Training: content as well as process

5



.Regional consultative seminar - Population education

5. Programmes for'special groUps
6. Evaluative research.
7. Ihstitutionalization .

8. '.Documentation and information exchange.

The first Part of every section deals with the development and
trends, and the second part with an analysis of the problems. The de-
velopments and'trends are largely based on the country reports, which
were presented on 11 to. 12 October 1982. The second part is based on the
deliberations of the problems and issues in various aspects of population
education discussed on 13 October. The participants of the Seminar do not
'claim that they.have resolved these problems. The predominant feelfftg is

that these problems are challenges that they are facing or are likely to
encounter 4in the implementation of their population education programnes. 1
There was, however, a useful sharing of experiences on how most of th'ese
problems are being oyercome.

1. Awareness and commitment

Generally speaking, prior to or concurrently with the launching
of programnes most cpuntries have undertaken orientation programmes for
policy and decision-makers, the,top ranks of the bureautracy, and super-
visory personnel at various levels.

. A number of awareness and orientation activities have been
carried out in a number oS:countries in the region for different cate-

gories or levels of personnel. Natitaal seminars have been conducted for
policy and.decision-makers and planners, and other key officials in the
education and other ministries and agencies, who were to be involved in

programne planning and implementation. Study tours have been organized

for high ranking Officials of concerned agencies and institutions to\
countries with population education programmes. These activities have

helped start populatibn education programmes in a number of countries.
However,,it cannot be claimed that misconceptions and resistance to
population education among all sections have been eliminated.

It is in view of the extremely complicated nature of population
problems, and their roots being deeply embedded in the!cultures and
traditions of, varied peoples, that the role of education, in general,
and population education, in particular, becomes crucial. Population

education is now being increasingly looked upon as a societal intervention
and a useful component of economic development and social-transformation.
However, the fact that only 20 out of 44 countries of the region have
national population education programmes is indicative of the magnitude of

the work yet to be accomplished.

. r I
Population education 1.1as distinctive features which warrant

special attention to the importance of raisihg the level of awareness

about it. It is an edncational intervention that should reach the entire
community, as everyone in it is already a population actor or potential
one.. Furthermore, tho/Clarification of and change In values (individual,

6
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Trend's dnd problems

social, cultural, religious) is required in population education to a
, greater extent-than im most other subjects of the curriculum.

V

The countrieg which donot have population education projects
have not seen a need*for population education', or have seen a need, but
may,not have the financial and technical resources to pursue poindation
education activities. &Ina countries may not1knderstand the nature of ,

population education and how it can contribute toward realizing devel60:-
went goalv. Some may also have the misconception that population educa-'
tion is synonymbus with.family 'planning or,sex education, and hence reject
populalion education without further exploration of.its poetibilities.

Although the governments of the countries in Asia and the Pacific
have long recognized that population ig h vital element in national-plan-.
ning and development, the initial reaction to the introduction of poptila-
tion education in many Countries as any-intervention for development was

not very encouraging.LiThe predOminant,feeling or attitude of many people
,- including a number of policy makers and planners, key education
officials, teac4ers and parents.- was one of.reluctance, reservation and
in some extreme cases, downright tejection. This is because of the mis-
conception about the Fole'and nature of population education.

An understanding of the concept and increased awareness of the .

potential contribution of population education to development would ulti-
mately get translated into firm commitTent to mobilize the needed re-
sources -.human and financial - necessary for the successful implementa-
tion of the programme. Till such time, external assistance will have to
play,a catalytic role in,generating national and regicTal action.

The awareness of the population problem, and Its proper percep-
.

tion and identification at the highe'st political level pave the way for
educationists, educational policy makers, and professionals tO see for
themselves how education as a whole can contribute in.its Own way to a
proper understanding of the pioblem in its totality. They can also see
the interrelationships between variables that Promote or hinder develop-

, ment effort and process. Thus the education sector begins to move from
the position of creating awareness to the stage of commitment to' the
cause of iMproVing quality of life through populationAducation. /his
tommitment on the part of educationists implies an understanding and
appreciation of the potential contribution of poOulation education.

/

The commitment has to manifest itself at vhtious levels -
galvanizing the entire educat/onal,apparatua or the system to tackle
this problem. Commitment'at the policy ana decision making levels will
help the formulation of sound policies and the establishment of an
organizational structure with appropriate authority and manned by com-

,..,petent professionals, both of whictia;ezpoessary for effective programme
development and tionitoring. However, commitment at the highest level is
not"sufficient tO ensure effective implementation of the irogrammes,
unless the commi ment percolates to thOse responsible for programme
-delivery, lAz., teachers and field lel/A W.,kers..

I
7
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,An examination of the problems encoantered,in developing and
'implementSg.population education programmes reveals that muchJneeds

to 'be done:to promote And sustain commitment at thb national level. In
. .

.

,particular, eRt-re ate-two probled areas:'

a) Has the awareness of the popillation prokem led to

population,educatidn? Conversely, has population

education led to an awareness of the population

problem?

b). WhAare the ways and means by,which commitmentamong
all concerned can(be_develciped and sustained? ,

The Consatative Seminar noted Ehat in countriee with national
A3opulation education programmes,for at least two,years, there-are people

who underptand population 'education. 'It is suggested that publicity via

the mass-media (radio, television and newspapers),be used to make all

concerned aware of-the nature and goals of population education.

,E

,
It was?pointed.out that in góme, countries even family planning

progKammes are taking,a new turn, i.e. from family planning (which con-

notes birth control and arresting population growth) towards'iamily de-

velopMent welfare. This development may hasten awareness and commitment

as such a move wilr tend to desensitize an otherwise sensitive,programme:

This augurs, well for awareness audicommitment to population education

programmes', especially in countries where.it is still erroneously vieW-ed

as synonymous to family planning.

,

2. Planning and management,

The planning and management of population education programmes

encompasses both formal and non-formal-education, which makes the process

more challenging. The success of population education programmes depends

toa large extent on realistic planning and effective management.

Countries with national population education programmes have used differ-

ent modalities of.planning and management-and have gained valuable ex-

periences over the years. The eXperiences of countries particularly in

the following areas of, planning and management of population education

programmes are critical and will be reviewed he e brie

, a) Role of populatio ?
development.. ç nacfonal 'development plans of several

countries infthe'tegion arready emphasize the Tact that

rapid population growth acts as an imliediment ti5 developr.

ment. These countries have formulated national population

policies to curb the rate of populatioy(growth. Recogni-

zing the potential of education in contributing to the

solution to this problem,,some countrieshaveworked oik

population education policies. Population eduEation,is

---thus being recognizO as an.important component of edu-

-cation and is beiAgfconsidered.in.some countries as an

integral.part of educational,planning and financing. It

education dnd national

4s,
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Trends' card problen's

is envisioned that population education will contribute to ,

the achievement of national development goals, partioularly,
_population policxe

.The Regional_Consultative Seminar underscored the fact
that the trend ie'towarda the development of Ovulation*
education as a complementary programme designed to 'contribute
'to the countrr's nationardevelopment goals; and that popula-
tion education must flow from thepopulation policy.

The Organizational structure. One of the firsf decisiOns to
be made 13y countries embarking on national population tduca-
tion projects in the in-sChool sector is in regaid to'the
organieational structure to be established. These organiza-
tional structures have taken on a variety of forma, with the
common feaeuxe that they are all under the cohtrol of the
Ministry of Education.' Some of,the typical structures are as
follows: ,

al
i) a central project office with a relatively full

complement of'staff, e.g. Bangladesh, China and the
. .

Philippines;

if) a.central project office-with a relatively small
complement of staff,,but with several'of the activi!-
ties sub-contracted to research institttes rand uni-
versitiese.e.g. the Republic of MA-ea, Indonesia;

iii) a small nuMher of project staff working asa part of
a curriculum development centre of the Ministry of
Education,-e.g. Malaysia anThaiiand; or as part of
the Ministry of Education, e.g. Sri Lanka.

In Afghanistan, a
the'Gcneral Agency for
Education.

population eatation unit is lodged at
Literacy Campaign, Ministry of

:

,
In Nepal, each of the Priplementing units (i;e1 Curriculum,

Textbook, Supervision and Developtent Centre, and Adult (

Education Division of the Ministry of Education; and the
Curriculum Development Centreadd Instituft of Education of-
Tribhuvan University) has a span population eduCation unit.

In view of the federal character of the indian Union,
India does not fall in eithet of the categories mentponed,
above. At thetnational level, the National Council of
Educational Research and' Training (NCERT) performing'its
-leader'ship role, develops'curriculum and materials. These

serve as models to the'States. At the State level, it is the

SCERT's and State Institutes of Education which develop theix
own curricula and mhferials, The NCERT only providesdnitidl
training and orientation in this regard.

9.
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k.
In Pakistan, the Population Education Programme is being

implemented through the Directorate of Programme Tr'aining and
Population 'Education of the Population Welfare Division, with
the active collaboration of the Federal Ministry of Education
"and the Provincial Department of Education. 'The envisaged
creation of the Population Education Cell within the Federal
Ministry of Education will augment and xeinforce the
programme.

Eap.of these 'structural models has its merits and de-
merits. The third.model cited above has perhaps adminis-
trative and operational merits over the others insofar as
.integrating population education with different subject cur-
ricula and textbook.s is concerned. ,

In the out-of-school sector a number of small units on%
population education operating in different ministries and
departments are admillistratively controlled by their respec-
tive agencies%

4 4

A stroa infrastrpcture in population education at dif-
ferent levels of implementation determines to a large extent
the success of the programme. One of the problems facedjpy
many popaation education programmes in the region is the
fast turnover of the project staff to other assignments with-
out equally competent and trained replacements. As a result,
the programmes suffer.

.
.

c) Co-ordination. The implementation of population education
prOgrammes involves the participation of a number of agencies
and departments. This is particularly true of out-of-school
populationreducatiorriprogrammes where.a number of ministries

1 such as education, health, labour, agriculture, social welfare
and rural development are involved. The co-ordination among
these agencies is crucial in the realization of the goals of
population education. In'some couniries, population com-
missions and steering oemittees have been set up to co-
or'dinate ihe activities and programmes of different agencies
and ministries in population programmes. Nevertheless, the
prof:dens of co-ordination become more serious as one moves

.- down th'e hierarchy to the grass-root levels. Some of the
countries have organized national,planning and development
meetings invoiving concerned agencies to evolve operational
co-ordination mechanisms. As a result,of these meetings, the
different organizations in p pulation,education have started
co-ordinating eheir activiti s and programmes mOre closely
and, in some cases, a sharing and exchange of expertise with
\one another has taken place.

i

1 ..
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Trends and problems

Some of the issues and 'problems in this area are:

i) How does one translate grandiose plans into
J. reality?

O. SO SOSO - o,carion programftes matage to,
get a just share of the country's investment in
education?

Does it really make a difference in the realization
of population policy and development goals to have
population education programmes?

iv) How does one ensure that population education pro-
grammes are staffed with an adequate number of
qualified personnel and retain them in the pro-
gramme for a reasonable period of time?

v) How best can the inter-ministerial and inter-
departmental co-ordination be achieved to ensure
effective planning and implementation of out-of-
school populaticT education programmes?

3. Curric um and materials development: reconceptualization

a) Formal education and the educational levels at which popula-
tion education is introduced. India, Pakistan, the
Philippines and Thailand have chosen to introduce population
education from grade I, Bangladesh, Indonesia, Malaysia,
Nepal 'and the Republic of Korea from grade IV and Sri Lanka
from grade VI.

At the secondary level, all these countries include Popu-
lation education but, with the exception of a few countries,
population education at the tertiary level has not caught an.
The case for inclusion or non-inclusion at the tertiary level
is approached by different countries from at least tao dis-
tinct stand points. Two arguments generallx presented in
favour are firstly that introduction at the tertiary level
adds stature to the study, and also gives the necessary orien-
tation to future leaders in the sense that many of them are
the graduates of tertiary institutions. An argument against
the introduction of population education at the tertiary level
is that it is not a useful undertaking considering that ter-
tiary graduates engage in modest reproductive behaviour
whether they have been exposed to population education in
their institutions or not.

b) The mode of introduction. The most popular mode of introduc-
tion is the integration of population content with several ,

areas (see Table 1). China and Thailand constitute important
exceptions in this regard. At the primary level, China in-
troduces population education through physiology and hygiene,

1 4
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and Thailand through the subject entitled 'life experiences'.
One very great advantage"in introducing population education
through a single subject is that the number of teachers re-
quired for the purpose-need be much less than if population

n-is-imtegr'ated-with-nare-than one subtiect- A second

idvantage is in the coherence and visibility that the content
may have when introduced through a single subject, whereas
integration with a nunber cif subjects may result in dilution

with no coherent understanding emerging.

At the secondary level, too, many countries have opted
for integration with various subject areas, but some of them
provide for a coherent perspective to be given at one or two

of,the top secondary grede by means of a required or an

optional course on population education. CRina introduces

population education as a separate subject, but Thailand in-
troduces it through social studies, with provision for popu-
lation education as an elective course,in the top secondary

grades.

At the tertiary level, two modalities, namely integration
with a number of subject areas and the provision of separate
courses appear to be used in several countries. Additionally,

sorhe universities in Bangladesh, India, and the Republic of

Korea arrange lecture series, generally open to all students
enrolled in them, to sensitize them on popufation issues. The

outreach of universities to other institutions and the com-
munity has generally been on a small scale, with the exception

of a few (e.g. Sri Venkateswara University in India which has
,been and still is engaged in an active programme of diffusion).

Table 1. Summary of integration of population education
by subject and level iu countries within the region

Country Grades Subjects of integration

Bangladesh IV-XII Bengali, natural science, social sci-
ence, home economics and social wel-
fare, mathematics, vocational and
technical education

China Junior high school Hyg1 and physiology, geography and
political studies

Fij I-IV (Secondary Social studies and biological science

level)

12
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Country " Grades Subjects of integration

India

Indonesia-

,Malaysia

Nepal

Pakistan

Philippines

.../

I-V (PriqaPy level) Social)studies,' envfronmental studies,

general science, mathematics,
language

VI-X (Secondary Civics, geography, biology, general
leVel) science, Hindi; eConomics, social

studies

,IV-VI

IV-IX

IV-IX

1st and 2nd year
of high school

' 3rd and 4th year
of school

Republic of IV -XII

-Korea

Sri Lanka VI-IX

Thailarld I-1VI (Primary revel

V-IX (Lower
secondary level)

X-XII (Upper,
secondary level)

Natural science, pancasild (morality),

social science,,religion

Natgral'science, religion, geography,
poncasila, sports and health, ecanor
mic co-operative

Science, geography, civics, history,
health education, mathematics (in'
primary schools), and home science
(in secondary schools)

gocial studies, geography, science,
home science, health and panchayats
(local government)

Social studies, geogtaphy, mathematics,

health educatiän, home economic

Social seuclies, health education,
elementary science, mathematics and
home economics (in grades V and VI)

Social studies, health education,
mathematics, home-making and science
(in the second'Year)

Social studies.and health' education

Social studies, home economics, physi-
cal education, geography and science-

Science, mathematics, health education,
social studies dnd language

'Life experiences"

Social studies and in an elective
course called 'population and environ-

ment'

As a separate elective course in the
general education schools and a re-

quired course in vocational education
schools

13
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,

) The preparati.on of a curriculum and instructional materials-
Most countries hAve commenced.this exercise by undertaking a
survey of the population-related contealilready existing in
syllabi or textbooks, Some of the analysis has been of a
quan a .3.1.f L I t he number of references,
to population topics but other studies have been both quanti-
tative and qualitative. By the latter is meant an asgessment
of the possjble impact of the content on population knowledge
and.population releced values.

The identification of content to b e included has taken
pIace generally throughworkshopq and seminars. It is based
on a consensus of opinions, and no hard.research or evaluation
dealing with the placement of topics is traceable. However,
by and large; the population education curriculum in the re-
gion is *developed in great detail and is ofteh presented

-
-through an elaborate format. The curriculum documents gen-
eraily include a rationale and general and specific objectives
of expected learning outcomes. The concepts are often well
articulated in their horizontal'and vertical sequence. The

, curriculum documents even suggest teaching-learning situations
and activities, and are followed by a few evaluation or test

Nonetfleless, it is a somewhat common experience that
such detailed or elaborate, and very often ambitious, curricu-'
lum is not found easily acceptable to the persons or agencies
looking After tbe,total curriculum at agiven stage of.educa-
tion or schooling. their usual plea against the acceptance
of populationedttation content is that the existing curricu-
'1um is already overloaded. Consequently, the scrutiny ot the
educational materialp, particularly the textbooks and the
like,,reveals that p*opulation education curriculum is harclly
reflected in them; and, it often gets too thin to register any
inlpact on,students. "This has led a-few countries to opt for
selection_of only a couple of subjects'in Which relatively
large or identifiable chunk& or units of population education.

are'tncorporated.

Thi 1Drings population educators faze to face with the
need to have a second and more critical lookdat,the concept
and scope of population education. Such a look it the con-

cept and rationAt e. of population education or an attempt to
reconceptualize pppulation education may'helP%them to have a
sharper focus enabliri g them to select relevant and meaningful
population education.contents and adirocate effective, teaching
methods to achieve the intended Cognitive, Afective dnd be-
havioural goals of population education.

The value of offering learners adequate ogportunities to
A

take immediate or intermediate action (e.g. what a young
lever can do to improve the quality of life for.onself and
others) was noted, and could be one of the compelling reasons

14 --
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for the need to reconceptualize population education. In

addiefon to aiming for knowledge gain and attitude change,
one can begin immediate and/or intermediate action, if in
fact population education is re-focused on quality of life
isstisaT-4A\addition to oumbers_k_amall family_size_norm_and
demographic change). The fact is that change in knowledge
and attitude is not a good enough indicator of socially de-
sirable future fertility behaviour, if one considers the gap
in knowledge,,attitude and practice (KAP) studies An the
fiead of family planning: It,is assumed that immediate 9r .

intermediate aetion will yield distinct lenefits and also lay
a firm found'atiod for fertility-related behaviour when the ...

time is ripe for such action.

Closely linked with this question would be the develop-
ment of minimum and adequate lea ing requirements or a core
that can be broadly recommended frt various stnes of school-
ini or education. This should 7ielp to cover all essential

elements on the'one hand and y t ensure that such a curricu-
lum would be-kept within the feasible limits as regard' the
quality.of contents, on the dther.

The'most important or asic issue needing careful debate
and deliberation could be ple need to reconceptualize popula-
tion edut,cetion thus:

i) enSuring mana eable add releliant content at dif-
ferent levels,

i

ii) employing pa ticipatory methoWinquiry/problem
solving and alue clarification techniques;----

iii) enabling learners to relate, thrOugh the popula,
tion educe lion curricdlum, to their immediate
environmen and concerns; and .

,

4

iv) offering hem adequate opportunities to take 4m-
mediate d/or intermediate action which is #

socilally desirable add individually meaningful
and hati fying. \,

The Consultat ve Seminar noted tne need for developing
guidelines in det mining a minimum and adeiluate learning
packagelin popula ion education by grade levels and 'subjects,
as well as some iidelines for the reconceptualization of

,Ropulatron educa ion (see Chaiter Two-also).

discussion about minimum and adequate learning re-
quirements, it Was pointed out that_the content of population
education range's from the direct to indirect approach. It

was noted,that/in the direct approach, which is family plan-
.

ning oriented,/the focus/is quite clear, as is the case of
the pgpulation e4ucation4in China.

' I
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Observations were made to the effect that one way to
ensure that population problems, issues and content will be
learned is to include them in the textbooks of different
subjects at different levels. However, it was noted th`at it

is not aIway.s-e.kzy to-ido, that because textbooks have-.cerrdin

life span, and one has to wait until textbooks are revised;
t.secondly, textbook authors are not always knowledgeable about
population education.. It was, therefore, suggested that
supplementary reading materials on population problems,
issues and content approprfite for specified subjects and
grade levels be developed. In this regard, attention was
drawn to the fact that the cost for supplying every student
with a copy of such supplementary materials would be stagger-
ing. It was, therefore, suggested that a few pppies (class
sets) be made available to every class as envisioned in the
Philippines, Sri Lanka and Thailand or in the libraries of

each school.

Regarding the second problem, the experience of India.is
relevant Whereby textbook authors are prpvided orfentation in

population education. In Pakistan, it has been possible to
insert some population content as books get reprinted.

The Consultative Seminar recognized, the value of using
participatory methodology (inquiry/problem solving and value

clarification). However, thio would involve re-training the

massive number of teachers, and.appropriate training and ma-

terials are needed. Participants of the Seminar, however,

would like to see more examples of immediate or intermediate
action relevant to population issues.

d) Non-formal edueation. , Population education in the regii..on

started within the in-school programme, but later on,it was
realized that the national population'education objectivah

would be difficulx to achieve unless population educationAro-

- grammes were also initiatea in non-formal education sector.
This is because about 50 per cent of the population in the
region is not being attended to,by the formal education system.
The-countries in the region thus started expanding theieon-
going.population education-programmes to meet the learning
needs of millionS of out-of-school youth and adults who make.
individual as well as collective population related decfsions
every day affecting the welfare of the individual, family,

community, arid the nation. Many countries in the region have

also evolved a variety of non-formal education programmes that

are carried on outside"formal schooling, They receive strong"_

political support and aFe therefore lik47 to succeed. In

many coUntries, population education is being integrated with

development programmes.
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,

The interpretation of the concept
,

of integration varies
from programme to programne and country to country, especially
with reference to curriculum and materials developmeit. In
general, 1icaton with
many developmept programnes fóllowing either .one or a combi-
nation.of the apprdaches described below.

i) Separate course approach. The programme organizers who
follow this approach have generally developed a separate
course on population.education and_made such course an
integral part of the curriculum of ongoing development
programmes (e.g. Bangladesh, India,and the Philippines).

ii) Infusion approach. Vie programmes which have opted for
this strategy have.succeeded in demonstrating the rela-
tionships betweeh population issues and.the quality of
life of the individual, the family and the community,
(e.g. Afghanistan, India, Nepal, Pakista6, the
PhiliPpines and Thailand).

iii) Core learning kit approach. This approach differs from
the separate course and infusion strategies in the sense
that it neither advocates the infusion of population
education concepts into other disciplines nor does it
form a unit within any other discipline. Ihstdad, the
advocates of this approach Identify common areas of
interests and needs of various categories of target
audiences, predeterane sets,of relevant population
education concepts, translate diem into a series of
learning activities and prepare appropriate teaching/
learning materials. All of these materials are then
compiled in the form of modules or guides referred to
as 'core'learning kits'. (See.Table 2 for summary of
experiences in this regard.)

Table 2.. Summary of experiences

Country Target audience Project/programme

Afghaniqan Out-of-School Six educational programnes'of the
Youth and Adults General Agency for Literacy Campaign

(GALC), namely (i) General Literacy
Programme; (ii) Literacy Programme
for Women; (iii) General Agricultural
Programme Integrated in Co-operatives;
(iv) Programme of Complementary Educa-
tion; (v) Educational Programme for
Out-of-School Children; and
'(vi) Follow-up Materials Programme.

/1
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Country Target audience Project/programme

Bangladesh Out-of-School
Youth and Adults

A!

,

India

Indonesia

Iran

Malaysia

Nepal

Adults

Out-of-School
Youth and Adults

Out-of-School
Youth and Adults

Population Education for Out-of-
school Youth, Department-of Social
Welfare; Mass Education (Literacy)
Programme of the Ministry of
Education.

-

Jqational.Adult Education Programme of

the Ministv of Education.

Population Education Projects of the
UniversAy of Madras; Family Life
Education Programme of Literacy
House, Lucknow; and Integrated Child
Development Services Scheme, Ins,ti-

tute of Public Co-operation and Child

Development.

Educatiorfograimes of the Direc-
torate Geneal:t,pf,Out-of-School Edu-
cation and SporN,'Namely: (i) Learn-
ing Package 'A' forlatefacy and Nu-

meracy Skills; (ii),Basic Education;

(iii) Family Life Education; and
(iv) Leadership Training and Program-
mes of Government and Autonomous
Bodies such as Department of the Armed
Forces,,Department of Religious Af-

fairs, Pluliammadia (the Muslim

scholars) 'and the Indonesia Council

of Churches.

Out-of-School National Literacy Progreamae

Youth and Adults

Wometr and Pre -

School Children

Adults

Family He61th and Family Life Educa-
tion through the FaMily Development
Project-of the C9Mmunity Development
Division, Ministry of National and

Rural Development.

Population Education in the National

Adult Education Programme, Ministry

of Education ,
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Country Target audience Project/programme

Pakistan Adults

Philippines Out-of-School
Youth and Adults

Out-of-School
Youth and Adults

Republic of . Out-of-School
Korea

Thailand

Turkey

Youth and Adults

Oui-of-School
Youth and Adults

Army Officers
and Conscripts

Out-of-School
Youth and Adults

Population Education Programme of the
Population Division Inte ed Rural
Development Programme of Division
of Rural Development, Gov nment of
Pakistan, and Functional Literacy
Programme pf ttle Allma Iqbal Open
University.

Population Awareness and Sex tducation
(PASE) Project in.the Integrated Hu-
man Resource Development Pkogramme for
Youth (IHRDPY) of the'Bureau of Youth
Welfare, Ministry of Social Services
and Development; Population Education
Prpjept of the Rizal Youth Development
Foundation; and the Vocational Pre-

paration Programme of the National
Manpower Youth Council; Population

. Education Programme of Y.W.C.A.;,the
Foundation for Youth Development'ip
the Philippines.

-
Educational Programmes of the Office
of Non-Formal Education, and Popula-
tion Education Project of the Ministry
of Education; Functional Education,
Project of the Philippine Rural RO-.

construction Movement; and Population
Education Programme of th'e Population
Centre Foundation of the Philippines.

'Population Education Programme of the..
Korean Educational Development
Institute.

Under the project Population Education,
in the Formal and Non-Formal Sectors,
programmes are in action-for _irfte-
grating population education-into
Functional Literacy, Agricultural
Extension and other Non-Formal Educa-
tion Programmes.

Population and Family Life Educatiqp.ti
for Army Officers and Conscripts.

Population Education in the_Systems of
Population Education at the Ministry
of gducation
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7

The experiences have also shwon that whatever little
learning material is developed in,the out-of-school sector
imider different programmes, it is mostly meant to meet the

learning needs of either the literate or neo-literate popula-,

tion. The majority of the population in the out-of-school

sector,is illiterate with a high fertility rate. Learning

opportunities coulg be made available to them if appropriate

materials are developed. This is a serious gap which deeds
the immediate attention of all those planning and implementing
population education programnes in the out-of-school sector.

There are some problems in this.regard such as the

following:

i) popufatiod educators recognize the need to integrate
their programme with don-formal education and developl

ment progrannes. The problem is how to convince the

directors of those programmes of such need;

ii) assuming*that the directors of non-foimal education and
development programmes agree, how does oné.implement
population education - including sUCh activities-as the
development of integrated curricula and materials and
the training of key personnel;

, .

iii) if population education is integrated, there is the is
issue of a probable dilution of the message as well as-

the assessment of its impagit;

iv) since the majority of the audience is illiterate, edu-

cators must develop the kind of materials that will

ensure communication of value-laden population education

concepts at the grass-root level; and

v) a core of minimum and adeqdate learning packages for

different non-formal 'educatiOn and development pro-

grammes needs to be deternlined.

, The Consultative Seminar doted some success stories in

the integration of-populeiion education with non-formal pro-

i"iammes. In Indonesia, motivational, idstructional and

follow-up materials have been/developed. Such materials in-

clude poster6, sound/slidei, Ossettes, fiip-charts, puppets,

filmstrips "and slides. The Ministry of Education and Culture

has designed three packages on population education for the

uneducated and primary school dropouts.

Inailand, population education has been integzated
with functional literacy and other non-formal education pro-

grammes. The programme is designed to make a khit pen person

or e. man,who can tackle problems more systematically. He is

trained to examine the causes of his problems (of which

population is one), gathers the widest range of information,

20
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considers alternative courses of action, and weighs the
merits of each option.

e-et-tut=b1-schoo1 population educe-
,.

tion and,information, education and communication (IEC) was
one of the issues brought up% It was pointed out that out-
of-school population education goes beyond IEC, which is the
educational component of family planning. Family planning,
however, is only one aspect of out-of-school population
education.

The Consultative Seminar underscored the importance of
having a cell in the Ministry of Education to ,take care of
the technical requirements of non=formal population education.

4. Training: content as well as process

a) Training of personnel in formal education. National popula-
tion education programmes are invariably characterized by a
heavy resource input to the training component, which in it-
self presumes that there are certain sensitive features of
population education that call for systematic and extensive.
traintAg.

/-

Persons who need to be systematically oriented to or
trained in population education can be divided into two broad
categories: (1) the key-level personnel who are responsible
for implementing one or more ofi.the various project activi-

ties. This category includes also programme staff at the
central or provincial level; the professtbnal or technical ,

staff, engaged in specialized activities, such-ak members of
curricurUm and textbook committees and examination paper
setters; and school administrators, supervisors and teacher

, educators; (ii) the functionaries at the delivery end who
are mainly elementary and secondary school-teachers.

While the persons of the first category bring their own
expertise and insights to bear upon the project activities
and have a considerable multiplier effect, they also have an,.
important role to play'in implementing, mOhitoring, training
and providing feedback in revising and refining strategies
and materials used in implementing population education
programme.

The second category is characterized by their overwhelm-
ing number and the final delivery of fhe project message de-
pends on the enthusiasm and the necessary equipment of those
who are mainly teachers. The fact that teachers are also
community leaders, especially in rural-areas makes their
training all the more crucial to the success.of population
programmes.

21
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*

Member States have used a variety of strategies for the
training of different categories-of personnel- The high-
level officials and project personnel have been trained.
through: (i) fellowships of short and long durations in

, local as well as foreign universities; (ii) training courses
organized by the Uftesco ROEAP Regional Team on Population
Education; (iii) inter-country study visits; (iv) attach-

ment of selected staff to advanced programmes in other
countries.

For the training of teachers and other technical per-
sonnel, there are at least six models for in-service training
of teachers in population education that have evolVed in the
.countries of Asia and the Pacific. These are (i) phased

face-eo-face..training conducted by the Ministry of Education
(e.g. Bangladeth, Philippines, Sri Lanka, Thailand);
(ii) phased face-to-face training by universities and,teacher
training colleges (e.g. Bangladesh, China, India, Indonesia,
Republic of Korea); (iii) self-learning modules (e.g.

Malaysia, Philippines); (iv) distance teaching (e.g. Allama
Iqbal UniversitY, Pakistan, Nepal); (v) inter-country or

inter-state visits (most countries); *(vi) mobile training

(e.g. Indonesia),

The introduction of population education in the pre-
service preparation of teachers has_begun in India, Indonesia,
the Philippines and Thailand. The need to make population
education a required codrse for pre-service' training

teachers was stressed.

References to teaching methodologieswere conspicuous,
by their absence in the country statements although teaching!,
learning materials produced by countries showed a variety of,

teaching methodologies. Generally speaking, participatory

Methods are being en(couraged. Participation may take the
form of a discussion based on an eftract read from a book oir
newspaper, aishort preseritation made by a teacher, a problem .

posed by a telacher or pupil, some data gathered by i pupil,-

or indeed a variety of other forms. The need.to give explicit

attention to imuiry, problem analysis skills, decision-making
skij.ls, and value clarification skills is being increasingly

recognized.

It should be remembered that transfer and generaliz-
ability are assured by practising these skills in relation
to a number of situations. Obviously a sufficient number

cannot be drawn from the population field exclusively on
account of the sensitivity of the issues involved. Practis-

ing these skills in some less sensitive,or emotion free.,
situations and in a few value-laden population situations may
conceivably yield rich dividende by making these skills part
of the behavioural repertoire of the-learners.

22
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Problems and issues

The important*issueS'In the area of training are:-

identifiCAion and deve1opmOnt-of teaching methods
and techniques which bave a'special relevance to
population education in view of its distinctive
features such as the inter-disciplinary natUre of
the subject, the wide range of controversial issues
a teacher is called upon to teach'in a very4aubtle-.
manner, inquiry/problem salibing and value clarifi-
cation,,and emphasis lonsociallydesirable itimedi-.
ate or intermediate'action through which t learner
can.relate himSelf/herself to one's environment
and coneerns;_,

ii) duration, freqUency (if need be)'and specific
methods of traintng for different categories of .

personnel; and

cost-effectiveness of various modalities 'of train- 6

ing, e.g. face-to=face training an0 distanced
. r,

training.

The measures taken to resolve these issUes will depend
among -StLers'on the content area of training, the Objectiveg

be achieved in teaching,.the grade level at which the
teachers will be employed.and tht background competencies of'
the trtinees. However, it was felt that combining self-
learning- modules.with,face-to-face training would enhance,the
effectivehess of this mode. ft was also felt that a more
widesgead Use of audio-VisuaI4materials would go a long way
in improving the effectiveness of training. Moreover, the .

use of'aUdio-visual materials in teacher training will en- /

4
courage p peacher toe such aids in their classroom teaching.
It was observed that the universal use of the largely-in-
effective lecture methodlin teacher training was largely,
responsible for the infiequent use of audio-visual methods
in classroom teaching.

It was pointed out that in 1982, the Regional:Team on
Population Education is publishing a Multi-Media Package for
the Trioining of.Teachers in Populatioh Education. The wide-
spread use. of'audio-materials could tle facilitated if more

,such,exemplar multit-media materials Couldibe developed at the_
regional level. The Unesco ROEAP may alsolhelp.in the develop,-
ment)pf such materials at national' centres or alternatively
the developed materials could be adapted for use by the Member
States. In view of'the fact that some audio-visual materiels
have already been developed atyariout national centres,
suitable action may be taken-by the Regional Team to identify
exemplar materials for,further development,and for adoption
for general use in the Region.
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4:

It was agteed that the:strstegie sed for -the training-

of high-lei:Tel:officials and project personnel through fellow-.

ahipa, training courses organized by the Regional Team,
"inter-country study visits and,attachments to projects of

'other countries have been proven effective. It is suggested

that fellowship awards may be made tenable als9 in the uni-
versities havirig reasonably developed population education
programmes in the'region itself.. In this way, the Population
Education Departments of the identified universities may be-

a further developed. In this regard,.the transfer of the
_

trained project personnel which had previousiy prevented the
pr9jects receiving the full bengfits of this costly mode of

training needs mention.

While-special population project oriented training
efforts should continue, the inclusion of population educa-
tion coptent with all teacher training prOgrammes should

receive attention.

b) Training of personnel in non-formal education. A wide range

of personnel have been or need to be exposed to population
education in view Of their roles and responsibilities in the

planning and implenlentation of inter-ministerial and inter-
departmental out-of-school educgpional progkammes. In gen-

eral, three major categories of personnel such as key func-

tionaries (policy-maker, planners and administrators) pro-

fessional and 'middle-level administrators (trainers, curricu-
lum and materials developers, researchers, mass-media people,
adult education officers, project directors, community de-
velopment officers, extension agents and such other persons)
and front-line workers (adult education instructors/facili-
tators and their supervisors, village development workers,
local leaders, religious leaders and retired persons) have
been exposed to broader contents and strategies of population

education. -c

, As reg.ards.the training modalities, the six training
'models indicated under formal sector are equally Applicable
in the out-of-school,sector for training key personnel and

some of the professionals. However, it is considered that

the field operational training model serves, best.the purpose
for training professionals as well as frontline workers for

out-ofschool population education. This modality has been .

tried by the.Regional Team at the regional level and later
followed by national field operational seminars in
Afghanistan, Bangladesh, India, Nepal, Pakistan, the

Philippines and Thailand.

The field operational seminar is one form of participa-

tory methodology used by many countries in their training

programmes. The main thrust of this training modality
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consists of participatory activities in a rural community
where participants help the target audience identify problems
and needs in the context of their sodio-cultural and geo
graphical settings. The population-related problems ob-
structing development efforts are identified through observa-
tion, questionnaires and interviews. The priority of
pbpulation-related problems become the foci of the develop-
ment of curricular materials integrating population education
content with various development programmei. The curriculum
and instructional materials developed are tried out, revised
and printed as prototype materials for use in the different
out-of-school educational programmes.

It was noted that in some countries, the terVicts of
community/village leaders such as traditional birth atten-
dants, and traditional village doctors are being tapped. In

Pakistan, in addition to traditional birth attendants, bar-
bers, cigarette vendors and postmen are also being,trained in
out-of-school population education and family welfare work.

As a step towards the training of field functionaries in
out-of-school population education, the Regional Team organ-
ized two regional workshops in 1979 and 1980 to demonstrate
how population education concepts can be integrated system-
atically with various non-formal education and development
programmes. The prototype materials developed by thesa
workshops were published in 1981 in the form of a field
workers' manual entitled, "Population education in non-formal

education and development programmes". The manual contains
numerous sample materials such as curricula, syllabi, motiv-
ational, instructional and follow-up'materials besides de-
voting special sections on prograimme planning implementation

and evaluation. The examples given are prototype and can be

adopted by the countries. Indonesia has translated the'uk;anual

into its national language and it is now being used for.train-
ing field personnel in out-of-school population education.

The observationt made about the problems and issues con-
cerning the formal sector generally apply to the non-formal

sector. The special problems and issues are indicated as

follows:

How can the integration of population education, with
the pre-service training curricula of institutions res--
ponsible for training personnel in the out-of-school

sector, be insured?

ii) What training4nethodologies in addition to the field
operational seminar, can be used to help field func-
'tionakies reach the illiterate audiences with the value

,,. laden population education messages?
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iii) What kinds of instructional material support caw be
provided to the grass-roots level workers to help them
communicate with illiterate, semi-literate and literate
audiences?

iv) Is the training of field functionaries possibie through
a field operation seminar? If so, how can the avail-
ability of adequate resources for its organization be ,

ensured?

5. Programme for-special groups

Although there is an increasing recognition of the importance of'
population as an integral part of the national_development progrargmq
among-the member countries, and many population education programmes are
directed towards life improvement, there is also a need for population
education programmes for special target groups such as women who are
facing greater fertility risk, and those who are disadvantaged and under-
privileged, living in rural and urban slums. These deprived groups gen-
erally have a high fertility rate which eats away all the benefits of
developments achieved through their participation in development pto-.
grammes especially designed for them.

In many countriei, many poor women, the rural poor and the slum
dwellers are denied access to educational opportunities. Furthermore,
the drop-out rate among these groups is very high due to various socio-
economic factors. Therefore, the gap in the educational and other socio-
economic attainments between the more vocal segment and these deprived
groups of the population continues to grbw. The policy-makers and plan-
ners in most of the countries in the region recognized that this widening
gap between the haves and have nots poses a serious problem and thus took
initiatives to plan and implement special programmes for the deprived
sections of the population. These efforts though falling short of the
requ,trements have at least given some hope of survival for the under-
privileged groups.

There are a few experiences in programmes foi:,special groups suCh
as those for slum dwellers in Pakistan, the hilltribes and refugees in
Thailand, the deprived groups in Sri Lanka and those involved in the
trans-migration project in Indonesia.

Problems and issues

The additional problem's connected with.developing population
education programmes for such groups are specific and are diffi-
.'cult to generalize. One major problem is the choice of strategies
required to establish contact and rapport.as a preliminary to the
development of specific programmes.



Trends and problems

The major issues that merit attention are:

i) The identification of alternative approaches and
strategies required to introduce popi1tion education
to the programmes for special groups. C.--

ii) In some countries the problem-of introducing popula-
tion education gets more complicated because of aif-'
ferent languages, religions, cultures, 'and so on.
How can such a problem be resolved?

iii) In some countries problems of introducing population
education'are not limited only to the lack of curricu-
la, materials, trained personnel and well defined

ithodoTh'iles but are also related to the problems
arising out of the unequal distribution"of income and
increasing dispaities between different groups or
occupations where\the poor tend to become poorer and
the rich.richer; What kinds of programmes can help
overcome his problem?

iv) The kind of research needed specially in the area of
7-content and methodology of teaching-learning gee'red to
- the needs of special grbups.

6. Evaluative research

By and large evaluation it general and evaluative research in
particular have been a weak point of population education programmes in
the region. This may be ascribed to Tactors such as funding constraints,
loW'er priority assigned to research as compared to curriculum or materials
development and training activities included in the programme. Very often
there is also a paucity of expertise in the area of research in Member
States. However, the types of studies which have been undertaken at the
national level are listed here.

There are a number of baseline surveys undertaken such as
s(A) content analysis of existing syllabuses and textbooks; (ii) surv eys
of students' and teachers' knowledge of dnd attitudes tawards population
education; and (iii) socio-cultural studies for planning and implementing
popdlation education programme. Basic research hap been undertalten by
,,several countries. Examples of these studies are: (i) development of..
family size concepts among children; (ii) family size preferences among
adolescents; and (iii) fertility behaviouf of teacher trainees.

A few countries have gone into evaluative research on the effec-
tiveness of the inquiry approach, the relative effectiveness of the
separate subject approach and the integration approach and the teaching
performance of trained and untrained teachers. One or two countries have
plans for undertaking longitudinal studies on the impact 9f posk.ation
education on the students:
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In the non-formal sector, there is hardly any known evaluative
research being specifically carried out on non-formal population educa-

tion. There are, however, a number of evaluative,zparch progrmnmes in
family planning information, education and communication (IEC).

The Unesco ROEAP brought out a 'Manual on evaluation in population
education' in 1979 to stimulate national activity in the field. However,

the action_taken so far by nationel programmes in regSrrd to the construc-
tion of tools or instruments of evaluation has been very meagre.

It has to be emphasized that evaluative exercises have to be
oriented towards gauging the effectiveness of the programmes from a

___eurxiculum_objective point ok view,t_in order that the feedback may be
utilized among others for continual improvement and refinement of ma7
terials, methods and teaching strategies. Too often evaluative exercises

have taken the form of gauging quantitatively the implementation of pYo-

gramme targets. In the past assessment has focused mainly on effort eva-

luation, and hardly at all on impact-evaluation.

Among the issues which need priority attention are the following:

. i) Amongst other things, population education is designed to
"reorient traditional or folk beliefs and to change atti-
tudes and values, as they are otherwise conducive to per-

petuation of population=problems. Hence, the need for more
research studies on population-related values, and modalities
for changing these more effectively.

ii) Studies.are required to determine population-related topics
and methodologies appropriate for each age/grade level and
in different develoliment programmes that will attain the

intended change in learners' attitudes and values relative

to population problems.

iii) An analysis should be made oA instructional materials which
have been developed under,various national projects to de-,
termin'e the quantum and quality of content to be included
at different g*ades in formal education as a separate
course, or in different development programmes as a separate

unit.

iv) Development of evaluative designs and tools appropriate for
undertaking-studies to improve programme deaivery is re-

quired. The tools to be developed would cover a wide range

starting with baseline or bench-mark surveys, mid-term .
appraisal'of the programme and final evaluation of the pro,-

ject's impact and effectiveness.

y) The importance should be emphasized'of making evaluation a
built-in element of a project or programme design, and the
use of findings of evaluative studies for continual improve-

ment and refinement of materials, methods and atrdtegies of

implementation.
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The large attitudinal element in population education makes it ,

more difficult to design objective evaluative instruments. Moreover,

the major objectives are long-term andAcce expected to be operational in
decision-making conpected mainly with non-instieutional situations.
Therefore, evaluation of.the effectiveness of the programme objectives
has to be indirectly based on the premise that what is observed is-valid

when extnpolated to a somewhat distant future. One such method could be

the design of evaluative instruments involving problem-solving under
simulated situations.

7

The lack of trained personnel and organizational machinery in the
fi/d of evaluative research in population education is due to ihe paucity
of university and post-graduate courses and university departments devoted
to population edjtation. Hence remedial'action in this tegard will also
involve institutionalization of population education as, a regular study

course in the universities. The existing, recently instituted Population
Education Departments in the universities of the region may be assigned
evaluative tasks in collaboration with the Regional Office, thereby help-
ing the universities to train their students in evaluative research.

4.0

Trends and problems

7. Institutionalization

The institutiona]rization of population education is a goal which
every count.ry introducing population education has set for itself. A
c.oslook at the population education programme in the Asian region re-

al$ that although somp of these national programmes are a.decade old
heir progress towards institutionalization has been slower than antici-

pated. Most of them are stiWpassing through a transition period. Pop
lation education content is provided through separate pupils' books,
teachers' guides,and supplementary readers; field workers manuals, hand,
books; and the like. Personnel training is undertaken through special
training arrangements, and populationftducation is not treated as an
examination subject in all countries. Institutionalization through the
recognition of population education by the higher education institutes
such as universities is not much evident in the region as a whole. In

other words, population education has not become gstablished yet as part
and parcel of the national education process.

In order that definite progress may be made towards the.goal of'
iristitutionalization it is useful to identify criteria which may be con-
sidered as indicators of positive progress once they are met. Countries
with populitign education programmes could use these criteria to Check
how their proeramme6 stand in the movement towards instieutionalization.
More importantly, where progress is lacking the constraints and obStacles
could be identified with a view to overcoming them. The followin, indi-
cators are suggested for this purpose:
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i) PoPulation content ia-accePfed as an integralPart of the
curriculum, whether.such content is included in specific
subjects of the curriculum orintroduced as a self-contained

couve.

ii) Where population content is introduced through certain suli-

jects, the textbooks in these subjects contain the essential
content that has been decided upon; where population educa-
tion is a separate course the content is included in a text-
book intended for the course.

iii) Population content occurs in exatination paper's, whether they
be internally prepared question papers set by each school or

papers centrally prepared for nation-wide examinations.

iv) Pre-service training institutions prepare teachers of popula-

tion education and other field workers or personnel competent
to handle population content in much the same way as they

prepare teachers of other subjects.

v) Population education is treated as an integral part of the
educational process of the country whereby its further de-
velopment and improvement, after the termination of the popu-
lation educatiorv project, is carried out within the framework

of national educational development actions.

vi) The introduction of population education is recognized in
higher education institutes as evidenced by the number of

courses offered, the "aegree of involvement of these institu-

tions in developing population education through research
studies and the number of full-time professorships in position.

Among the problems which may have delayed the institutionalization

process are the following. (In this contexi, it may be pertinent to note

that subjects which are now entrenched in the school curricula like

science, took a long time to become institutionalized.). These problems

are likely t make it necessary for population education to remain at tfie

project stage r a longer time..

i) the definition of the scope of population education;

ii) the infusion approach itself making it necessary to be

guided by experts;

iii) the greater attitudinal component making evaluation more

. difficult and hence delaying the development of needed

instruments; and

iv) the field of studies, experiences and daia on which popula-

tion education depends being new and changing.

A tajor issue which prevents the institutionalization of popula-

tion education in-the universities is its lack of recognition as a dis=

cipline. Here a vicious circle principle operates. Institutionalization

in the field of fiigher studies ensures the recognition of a subject as a

discipline.
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The efforts of the country programmes, both in-school and out-
of-school,_towards inifiEutionalizing_10911014a.tion education into different
programne componenta-are__giyen in the -Annex-YII.

_

8. Docunentgtion and i.nformation exchange

The volune and diversity of materials being produced in the
Member States create the need for a systematic mechanism for collection,
reproduction, dissemination and sharing of materials not only within each
country but also between countries. The most important task is eo provide.
the information requirements of the population education professionals
and to -facilitate the flow and exchange of information within and outside'
the country. To achieve this, some of those which have established a
population education programme have prepared national 'bibliographies;
are taking materials available on exchange; assigt in,the producti9n of
newsletters, preparing current awareness materials; and provide actual
materials for curriculum development and teacher training. To reach
users in the rural areas, two countries (Bangladesh and Sri Lanka) have
also used mobile libraries. Othercountries also sent their personnel
for training in documentation and information services on population
education.

However, many countries have failed to provide effective informa-
tion services for two reasons: (i) they have not organized a resource
base or collection systematically and; (ii) there is no person assigned
to organize a resource base or if there is, he/she is not competent
enough to Organize.a collection and process, transform, and disseminate
information more actively. Out of 20 countries which have population
education programnes, only six countries have provided funds to acquire
books and audio-visual material's, three countries have established the
resource bases not only of the central office but also of their provin-
cial branches and one country even went further than,this by establishing
a network of resource centres within the country. The network members
have consequently set up a resource sharing and information exchange
programme.

In general, much remains to be done especially in the following
areas:

.i) There is still very limited in-country transformation and
dissemination of materials and limited information exchange
between countries. The in-cotintry information needs of the
population education professionals are not being met by
eheir library and documentation services. On the inter-
national level, the dimited'circulation is not only caused
by the limited number of(copies of publications but alSo
because of language problem.,

ii) Only few countries have systematically organized a resource
base. It is considered low in priority by Member States with
regard to funding., 'As for those countries which made pro-
vision for the purchase of books and other types of materials,

0 4
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the materials were ordered but have not been organized
properly and systematically thus causing difficulty in

retrieval and_use.

The valuable services the Unesco ROEAP Population Education
Clearing House has provided the Member States is recognized. The work

already done in providing documentation services, training of project
personnel could be further expanded if the Clearing House were to under-

take such further activities as:

i) supplementing the newsletter by a more frequent news sheet;

ii) identifying-exempldr materials used in the region for wider-
dissemination after further refinement where necessary; and

iii) circulating more frequently an annotated list of exemplar
materials developed in the Region among the key project
personnel-and making provision to supply the materials to

those who are interested. A translation service on an
assignment.basis may be required to make this effective.

The reason why documentation and information exchange is neg-
lected at national level is easy to identify. The pressure on the na-

tional programmes,is to deliver curriculum guides, textbooks and trained

personnel to teach the subjects in the classroom. The issue that a

readily accessible and organized information-resource base will at
least cut down delays in getting the data and textual 'and piétorial
materials into the curriculum guides and textbooks, does not seem to

have been sufficiently emphasized. The major issue of the degree qf
reliance to up-to-date and high quality materials on a readily accessible
information resource base has not obtained the recognition it deserves.

-
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Chapter Two
F.

NEEDS/ ASSESSMENT AND ACTION PROGRAMMES FOR THE QUALITATIVE
IMPROVEMENT OF POPULATION EDUCAtION AT THE NATIONAL AND REGIONAL LEVELS

Introduction

-A-review of the sational population education programmes of
countries in the region by the participants of the Consultative Seminar
highlighted some needs and gaps in ihe implementation of different pro-
gramme components or aspects. The needs and gaps identified suggest that
a variety of actions at the national and the regional levels should be
taken in order that the population education programmes in the region can
expand quantitatively and improve qualitatively. For every identified

need, the Seminar has deliberated upon and proposed actions which'may
not always be innovative but are nevertheless necessary. The Seminai,

however, was of the opinion that relevant population education components
should be integrated,not onlY with the main stteam of the formal academic
system but also with all ongoing and future developmental programmes such
as literacy andadult education, rural development, community development,
healthiland nutrition, skilldevelopments and women's development and
other non-fogmal education programmes. In this context, the participants
laid special emphasis on the need for non-formal population education in
view of the extremely low,level of literacy prevalent in.some countries

of the region.

Assessing needs and requirements

1. The process

Research studies over the years
have proveri that a programme based
on the needs and problems of the
people is easily accepted and en-
sures greeter and active participa-
tion of the people at all levels.
Planners have, therefore, been
trying to assess needs and require-
ments for population education
programmes using a variety of
approaches some of which are
explained on the following pages:
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Assessing needs and re uirements

- a) Assessment of needs:
national level

Mani,' countries have existing

commissions/councils Pr boards con-
cerned with planning, co-ordinating
and implementing population pro-
grammes. The composition of these
bodies is usually inter-ministerial
and interdisciplinary. In some
countries, needs assessment is one
of the cncgrns of such committees.

Population programmes are
planned and implemented with either
national resources or with foreign
assistance or a combination of the
two. Where the programmes are
.determined jointly by the govern-
ment and the foreign funding agency
-such as UNFPA, World Bank and other
bilateral sources, needs assessment
missions are generally fielded to
determine needs and requirements
for population programmes. The

composition of the needs assessment
mission-plays a significant role
for determining needs and require-
ments in population education. The

authentic needs for population edu-
cation are assessed when someone
specializing in this area forms

part of the Needs Assessment

Mission:

b) Assessment of needs:
regional level

The needs and requirements for
population education programmes at
the regional level are determined
by the Member States through
Regional Consultative Seminars
generally attended by high-level

edzwation

Action programme.for the quali-
tative improvement of population
education

1.1 National action

a) Conduct study to assess
the state of the art of population
education. Among other things,
the study will find out the extent
o which population education is
contributing to the realization of
educational goals, population
policy and national development
goals.

b) Organize national seminars,
meetings or conferences for pro-
fessionals including policy-makers
and planners to assess needs and
requirements in population edu-

cation.

c) A national steering committee
composed of heads of relevant
departments participating in non-

_Lormal population education pro-,
grammes should be constituted to
annually review the accomplisHments
and provide guidance to the country
programme. This will also ensure
continuous orientation to key level
policy makers.

d) In view of the prevailing
practices for assessing needs and
requirements of population edu-
cation in the region, it is
strongly recommended that a member
of the Unesco Rdgional Team on
Population Education and national
qxperts in population education
should be included in the UNFPA
Needs Assessment Missions.

1.2 Regional action

Organize Regional Consulta-
tive Seminars periodically, inter
alia, to assess needs and require-
ments in population education.

The outputs of the country
assessment on the state of the art
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Assessing needs and requirements

planners and decision-makers from
different countries in the region.
_This process results in the devel-
opment of a regional programme
which suppolts national programMes
in achieVing their population edu-
cation objectives.

2. StimulatingT-developing-and
supporting prOgrammes

As described in the section on
"Awareness and commitment" in
Chapter One, there is still much
to do in stimulating population
education in the region, es-
pecially in countries which are
not aware of the role population
education can play in achieving
their development goals. Once a
country is convinced of the need
for population education, assist-
ance will be neded in planning
and formulating pppulation edU-
cation projects.

Moreover, it has been found
that even after embarking on a
population education project, a
country may not actively pursue
population education activities
for various reasons, e.g. a lack
'Cf trained personnel. Assistance
will also be needed in training-
teachers and other, key Personnel
in developing curriculum ma-
terials, in research and
evaulation, and population edu-
cation documentation.,

Action programme for ihe quail-.
tative improvemerit of population
education

of population education will be
one of the inputs to the regional
seminar.

4.

(
action

a) National seminar/workshop
with the participation of the
Unesco Regional Team on Population
Education.

b) Hosting inter-country
visits for officials of/tpse
countries interested in population
education programmes.

4

2.2 Regional action

2.2.1 Regional advisory
services for:

a) creating awareness about 1

population education;

b) needs assessment, project/
programme formulation;

c) participation in
training prograMmes;

national-

-

d) participation in curricu-
lum and materials development;

e) project review and
evaluation;

0 identification of new
developments and( problem areas;

irt g) population education,
documentation.

2.2.2 Arrange inter-country
visits preferablyrfor
officials of those
countries without popu-
lation education
projects.
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Assessing needs and requireivns

3. Commitment

The manner in which some
countries implement their pppo-

lation edueation programmes`
together with thtt fact that many

4Z.:countries in the 'region have not

yet accepted population education
underscores the need for a .

sustained commitmqnt to the pro-

gramme from personnel at various

levels.

I.
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Action programme for the gbalt-
tative improvement of population
education.

. .

,It is acknowleffied that-

. while advisory missions are
not new, especiagy to
cOuntries,with exidting pro:-

' grammes, they are necessary
especially for emerging
countty programmes. -

3.1 National action

1

a) ptional seminars, meetings
and conferences for policy/deci.sion-

makersl These can be held at the
bnational level tb: (i) make the
,participants aware of the popu-
lation problem; (ii) make them
realize the need for population
'education as a rational inter-
vention strategy to solve thpe
problem for improving the quality /
df life; and (iit) clarify the con-
cept, goal and nature of population

education.

Inten-departmental/inter=
ministerial planning and develop-*.00'

ment meetings for policy/decision-
makers. Meetings among heads or

key adIinistrators of universitiegi
departments and ministries cae-be
organized to: (i) discuss the
inclusion of population education
in their programmes; (ii) make
plaes on how-this can be done by
delineating roles, functions and

targtt coverage; and.'(iii) explore

ways of establishing a co-
ordination mechanism among them to

eliminate unnecessary duplication.'

c) Professional associations

ICIIT

and vauntary or izatioft for

practitioners/i l entors. Pro-
fessional assobiatio s such as

the Science Teachers Association,
Vocational Teachers Association,
Medical Association, Adult Edu-
cation'AsiOciation and vOluntary
organiiatiOns.such as the Parent .

/
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Action programme for the quali--'.
tative imptatrament' of population
education
Teachers Association and Ciirie nd

Community Groups-can be tipped to
provide 'stipport to tilt endqrsement
'of the programme. Necepsary. L. -!.

linkbges tan be developed with
e %office -bearers of such -:r

rganizations through, co11quVa,. -
and .meetings, with them and' thrbugh
the participation ofprograrmie-i-
officials-in sAeir coriferenoea.. ana
seminars.. .. ,/ --

- d),,Acknotuledgemeht, recog-,-;

nition and/or appreciation.
Acknowledgement, recognition and .
apgreciation can be exteiided to ...
teachers'; field workers,- curricu-:-;

Jum developers; community ...leaders
and otherDiritioners far note- ,. ,

..worthy contr. Itions to the pro- .

.grapime by the concerned -marina/
/ authority. These can lie in the-

form of testitcenials? awards',
cit)ations, or publications in news;4
lerters, jourhals or bu11etin
This provide incentives for

- them to stay and .work' harder
the programme.

e)iCbUnity leaders'. 'The
commitment.of community leaders

- wi/1 be cycial to the: sucCess ,of
out-of-Ischool population education
programmes and hencf.they should
,be tapped.

f) Assisstbng in organizin4.-.
inter-cduntry study visits fbr

ToZicy/decision-makers,.prac;:'
, titiondrs and the pub4ic..\'illsits

of keY officials and practitioners
to countries with, population edu::

prcrgrammes can be organized
to enable them,to: (i) observe and
study the itplementation'of the
adjferent components of the pro7
gramme in both the formal and non-

al sectors; (ii) share and
ange ideas attd- views in pro:- -"

ementation with key
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Assessing neeas and requiremenn

-WS

%
4. Population education and

development

An examination of the country
reports published in the 1982

Unesco Bulletin reveals that Most"

Altintry programmes are linked up '

to national development goals.

Invariably, country stateAnts
asserf that population edfication

k

Action programme for the quali-
tative improvement of populati,ge
education

officials of countxy programmes;
(iii) gain insights and_ideas that
can be adopted or adapted in their
awn programmes, and (iv) share
experiences with national auth-
orities of the countky concerned.

In ordet to enable the personnel
working in non-formal population edu-
cation programmes'to share experi-:
ences and learn from each other with-

in the country, inte-proj'ect, inter-
province and state study visits need
to be organized on 'the pattern

similar to inter-country study visits.

g) Publicity campaign:IP The
mass-media like the newspaper, radio
and television can be utilized to
make key officials, practitioners and
the pfiblic.aware of the need far

population education. Newspaper
articles, radio and television pro-
grammes and interviews can provide

information on population and popu-
lation education activities.

Radio and television quizzes
and essay writing,contests among
secondary school students may also

be organized.

3.2 Regional action

Regional seminar. Seminars at

the-regionarlevel'may be organized
for heads of country programmes and
other key officials in order to
sustaid interest and commitment to

population educatios.

4.1 National action

Undertake,periodic evaluation

to find out the contribution of

population education to the realiz-

ation of educational goals, popu-
lation policy and fiational develop-

ment goals.

A
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Assessing needs and requirements

contributea'to the realization
of educational goals, population
policy and national development
goals. There is a need to
.determine the way in which popu-
lation education contributes to
this.

5. Reconceptualization

rutiny of definitions,
conte 'nd objectives of many
popult.tion education programmes
in coatries of the region
reveals that in the seventies,
the conceptualization of popu-
lation education was focused
inter alia on small-size family
norms, on demographio content,
on population and development
(macro-level) and Bamily
planning.

There.is a nedd to
reconceptualize population edu-
cation in.such A way that there
is alto a focus on quality of
life issues that are personnally
relevant- to the individual, the
family and the community and

provide for some action.on the
part of the learner.

6. Minimum and adequate cur-
ricular learning requirements

It is common experience that
detailed and elaborate curriculum
in population education proposed
for integration with the edu-
cational system is often not
feasible because most subject
areas are already.overloaded.

In the non-formal education
sector, there is a wide range of
target audiences with varying
needs, interests and problems.
Moreover, the out-of-school

Action programme for the quali-
tative improvement of population
education

5.1 National action

- Keeping in view the nation's
population policy and national
development plan, countries which
feel the need may consider a
reconceptualization emphasizing
behavioural change (e.g. what a
young learner can do to improve the
quality'of life for oneself and
others) by including family welfare
and quality of life themes. Such a
reconceptualization may also focus
more on individuals, immediate and
local concerns.

6.1 National action

a) National surveys to identify
the existing population-related con-
tent in'the existing teaching/
learning materials including text-
books of all concerned departments
and programmes are needed. This will
provide a base line for developing
the core content of population edu-
*cation for integration with various
development programmes and different
levels of formal education.

b) Develop a minimum and
adequate curriculum designed to

39
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Assessing needs and requirements

population education programmes
will need to keep in view the
directions and parameters of the
specific development programmes
through which the population edu-
cation concepts will be filtered.

It is therefore necessary'to
expose the.key personnel of these
programmes and community leaders
to population education concepts.
,Experience has shown that some
of these personnel are hardly
available for participation in
the traditional long duration
orientation programmes.

There is therefore a neeeto
develop a minimum and adequate
learning requirement or a core
programme relevant to each sub-
ject area, grade level and °target

group. Such a programme should
'help cover all essential
components on the one hand and on
the other ensure that it is kept
within feasible limits as regards

the quantum of content. The core

programme should not however
restrict the development of
additional topics for inclusion'
wherever necessary.

7. Training modalities

Different training modalitiea
have been utilized in the region.
However, no attempt has been .

made to determine the cost-
effectiveness of these modalities.
There is apparently a need to find

out what specific categories of
personnel can best be trained by

these alternative modalities.

40
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education

attain the desired cognitive and
behavioural outcomes.

6.2 Regional action-

Convene a regional workshop
aimed at (i) developing possible
criteria for determining minimum
and adequate curricular learning
requirements in the light of
experiences in the Member States;
(ii) providing training on the
process of developing a minimum
and adequate curricular learning

. requirements, and (iii) develop-
ing prototype minimum and
adequate curricular learning
requirements for adoption Or
adaptation in the Member States.

7.1 Natidnal action

a) Undertake research studies
to determine what it is in the
content of population education
training programme that can best

be taught through a specific
training modality so.as to col:Ter

different target groups.

b) Encourage whenever
feasible training in sub-regions
to enhance the effectiveness.of
the training and make optimum
utilization of limited resources.

sr
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8. Teaching methodologies

The value-laden and sometimes
sensitive content of population
educarion requires that teachers
be equipped with suitable teach-
ing methodologies. in_the formal
sector, methodologies may emptier
size inquiry and value clarifi7
cation oriented techniques.which
underline the need to strengthen
the process component of teach-

ing. In the non-formal popu-t
lation education programmes the
stress-has been on the mere
imparting of information and
knowledge resulting in the break-
down of communication between
the learner and the trainers and
field workers. It is therefore,

essential.to evolve suitable
teaching methodologies based on
the characterintcd'of the tar-
get audience, such as level of
literacy; age, sex, marital
status, on the one hand, and the

,

Action programme for the quali-
tative improvement of population
educaiion

c) Countries in theregign_may
consider establishing a population
studies centre which may design pro- .

grammes for post-graduate population
education courses.

7.2 Regional action

Assisting in facilitating
attachment programme. The use of an
attachment programme as'a trainirig
modality is emerging in the region.
Selected staff members of emerging
country programmes will be attached
to advanced country programmes ih
pogulation education so that they
can learn different aspects of the
programme on-the-job. During the .

attachment, he/she should function
as if he/she were a staff member of
the programme to which he/she is
attached.

_8.1 Regional and national action

Jbint project on innovative
teaching methodologies. A smali_:
working group consisting ofebout
eigkt to ten experts in teaching/
training methodologies in population
education would be convened at the
regional level to develop a Manual
in the formal education and manual
and audio-visual kit in non-formal
education on innovative training/
teaching techniques in population
education. The modality to,be used
for developing the manual consist
of, four phases, viz.: (i) situdy

visit to selected cOuntries of the-
region to identify and observe
innovative methodologies and
teaching/learning materials as well
as population content that lends
itself to inquiry and value
clarification techniques in popu-
lation education; (ii) preparation
of a trial edition pf, the manual in
a writing workshop; (iii) tryout of
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value-laden nature of population
education on the other.

Action programme for the quali-^
tative improvement of population
education

the manual in selected countries;
and (iv) finalization, production
and distribution of the marival.

874--National_action

a) The country programnes in
population education may consider
the Regional Manual and select
those areas of content, materials
and teachiwmethodologies which
will be suitable and relevant to
their own programmes. The national
governnents may then prepare their
awn manuals and audio-visual kits
for the specific target JoOmps.

b) Activity-based teaching
methodologies such as case studies
and socio-economic surveys by the
students should be encouraged.I.

9. Programme for special groups___

'The development needs of the
special interest groups such as
women, the rural poor, slum'
dwellers and migrants are partly
being met through different
development programmes organized
by various governments, semi- ,

governments and voluntary
agencies. In order to help theike
groups ta derive fully the ben-

efits of their participation in
development programmes it wauld
be desirable to expose them,
especially those in the repro-
ductive age range, to the need
for planning their family size .

to help them maintain a minimum
level of quality of life. One

way in which this may be achieved
is through the integration of
populdtion education in the
development programmes which are
designed to meet the socio-
economic needs of these groups.

42
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9.1 Regional action

A sub-regional workshop/
seminars should be organized aimed
at: (i) training key personnel in
the participatory process of
developing problem'and target
oriented materials, and (ii) de-1
veloping prototype materials for
special groups such as uneducated
women and under-privileged groups.

9.2 National action

a) Follaw-up national work-
ihops/seminars should be organized
to train a sufficient number of
personnel from different develop-
ment agencies in the process of
preparing problem and target
oriented materials, and to adapt
such available materials to meet
the needs of illiterate women and
under-privileged groups.

b) Undertake research studies
at micro level by the Member
States with the help of a group of
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Assuming that such an agreement
is reached between the personnel
of such development programmes
and population education staff,
it would be essential to develop
integrated teaching/learning
materials for these groups and,
to train the staff of develop-
ment programmes in integrating
population education concepts
with their ongoing and new:pro-
grammes. Such taiiling will be
needed more for the field,
workers at the grass-riots level
as they generally have a law
level of formal,education and
insufficient training in popu-
lation education, communication
techniques and group dynamics
which are essential components
for working effectively at this
level with such special,groups.

10. Evaluative research

Two kinds of research are
needed, namely (i) action-
oriented research, and (ii)
evaluative research.

Regarding action research,
the need is for research on
content, i.e. not,Aierely in
terms of accourjxilng for the

increase in p pulation topics
in textbooks and other
instructiorál materials, but
also on thequalitative analysis
of such terials. There is

also t e issue-of whether
succe pful'leatning takes place
when population content is
integrated with other subjects
or when offered as a single
subject, and the relative
salience of population issues
with children at different
levels of Maturity..

Needs, requirements and action programmes
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educators, social scientists, and
communication specialists to deter-
mine the most effective and simple
means of communicating population
education concepts to the non-
acceptors at the grass-roots,level.

c) The Member States document
such useful experiences gained and
lessons learned, and disseminate
them within the country for the
benefit of grass-roots level workers
,of Other agencies implementing popu-
latiqn education programmes.

10.1 Regional action

A regional workshop on
evaluative research could (i) pro-
vide a forum fqr exchange of
experiences on evaluative research
in both the fqrmal and uon-formal
sectors; (ii) develop research and
evaluative research designs and
instruments/tools on common problems
encountered by people involved in
population education; develop
alternative programme monitoring and
evaluative designs; and (iv) develop
alternative designs for research
utilization involving researchers,
policy and decision-makers and
practitioners.

10.2 National action

a) Follow-up national workshops
on evaluative research are to be
convened in the countries, under the
leadership of those who attended the

regional workshop.
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There are other evaluative
research in,population education
that is urgently needed such as
methodological research (effec-
tiveness of different training
strategies and techniques of
teaching)*and programme evalu-
ation, such as cost effective-
ness (efficiency) and programme
impact on target audience.

Studies in 'the non-formal

education sector are also needed
such as (i) determining minimum
and adequate learning requirements
for integration in extension work
and literacy programmes; (ii)
identifying effective communi-
cation/population education
btrategies for various special
groups; and (iii) developing new
training strategies to reach
illiterate audience.

In many countries of the
region, there are many
post-graduate theses related to
population education which are not

utilized. There is therefore a
need to find out ways and means to
mnximize the use of research
available in countries.

11. Instifutionalization

Although some of the,country
programmes in Asia have been
operating for a decade, progress
in population education
institutionalization has been
qlower than anticipated. There is,

tfierefore, a need to step up the
institutionalization,process of
population education at both the
formal and non-formal educational

systems.

44
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b) The National Population
Education Documentation Centres
should assemble evaluative re-
search conducted in the country
and make it available to all
concerned agencies.,

11.1 Regional action

Assessment by the Population
Education RegionaZ Team. The

Regional Team can help the national
programmes assess the progress they
are making towards institution-
alization by identifying constraints
and barriers that obstruct it.

11.2 (National action

a) National workshop. A
national workshop may be organized
to discuss ways and means of
overcoming the identified con-
straints to institutionalization.

16
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12. Documentation, systematic
resource sharing and
information exchange

a) Building and organizing'a
population education collection.
Very few countries have systemati-
tally built and organized a popu-

_ lation-edues-tier-eel-lection.

Before one can provide good infor-
mation seryites and share infor-
mation resources within the country
and outside, such a collection
should first be establishee.
Even in the case 9f countries
which are Acquiring materials,
some do not show evidence of
,systematic dissemination services,
possitilrbecause of lack of .

trained personnel and formal
infrastructure. Thus, there is a
need to help countries acquire
materials and build a population
education collection, organizing
them systematically to facilitate
easy retrieval and use.

45
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b) Workshop for the develop-
ment of integrated training models.
A workshop for the development of
_integrated-training models in pol-511-
lation educatitin can be organized
by the programme staff with the
participation of selected personnel .

from other departments, ministries
or agencies engaged in non-formal
education programmes in order to
develop models integrating popu-
lation components with the ongoing
activities of the above agencies.
The idea is to develop feasible and
economical training designs which
can help inftitutionalize popu-
lation education training programmes
in the regular programmes of these
agencies.

12.1 National action

To systematically build and
organize a population education
collection and dissemination
service.

12.2 Regional action

asgistance
to countries in building up and
systematically organizing a popu-
lation education collection and
information s4rvice.
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b) Networking and translation
ofmaterials. There is a need to

accelerate directAmmunication,
resource sharing and'informatiOn
exchange among populat,on edu-
cation professionals ipV.olved in
population education within and'
among countries.

Action programme for the quali-
tative improvement of population
education .

12.3 National action

a) Establishing a network of
-information servites OW population
education to facilitate exchange
and flaw of information within the
country.

b) Translation of materials
from the national language to the
local languages and vice versa and
translation of English materials

to the national language.

12.4 Regional action

a) Convene a regional work-
shop aimed at,(i) sharing.experi-
ences on strategies and problems
in building of population edu-
cation collections or resource
bases, in their acquisition,_

_

,--ergqplzation,'transfoimation,
processing and dissemination of
information and materials; (ii)
developing a plan for a systematic
networking of population education
documentation centres, and infor-
mation resource bases; (iii)
strengthening ongoing institutional
links among. these centres for more

effective materials dissemination
,Ind information sharing; (iv)

.deleloping guidelines for a more
4-systematic,mechanism fdr. collec-

:tion, reproduction and dissemi-
nation for sharing materials among
the countries; (v) reviewing train-
ing needs in population education
documentation; and (v1) preparing
a plan of publication which can be

co-operatively produced and dis-
seminated by the network members.

b) Translate selected
national language publications into
English for wider dissemination to
other countries which may in turn
reproduce them in theii ownwp

languages.
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c) Transformation, re-
, packaging and selective dissemi-

nation of information. There are
several countries which have
established population education
collections systematically.
However, the provision of infor-

. mation services leaves much to be
desired. There is a need to
train personnel in documentation,
transformati7(and active .

disseminati n of information so
that their professionaf services
may be expanded beyond the
traditional concept of collecting,
cataloguing and shelving.

411.
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c) Undertake a redistribution

wePt

programme where multipl copies of
publications produced he

countries will be gi to the
Clearing House for redistribution-
to other countries to facilitate
inter-country flow of informatJon
and materials.

12.5 National action

- Training of personnel in
documentation, repackaging and .

dissemination with a view'of pro-
viding a more dctive information
service.

12.6 Regional action -

a) Publication of a handbook
or manual on how to effectively
transform, process, repackage and
selectively disseminate infor-
mation.

b) Publication of a national
directory of project and resource
personnel at national level and
concerned international agencies.

c) Attachment or internship
programmes.

4:7
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Chapter Three

REGIONAL CO-OPERATION IN POPULATION EDUCATION

Introduction-

In the deliberations o4 f agenda Item 6, Regional Co-operation in

'Population Education, The Regional Consultative Seminar noted that in
the Second Session of the Advisory Committee on Regional Co-operation
onEducation in Asia and the Pacific held from 16 to 22 August 1982 in
Manila, the Committee commended and supported the programme of the
Unesco ROEAP in the field of population education and recommended that

Unesco should:

1. focus increasing attention on population education;

2. formulate a regional programme for the deveiopnent of

population education in the Asia and Pacific region;

.3. decentralize further some of its regular funds allocated
to the region for this purpose, with a view to
supplementing the resources available from UNFPA;

4. further strengthen the population education documentation
support services to the Member States to enable effective
exchanges of information among the countries of the region;

and

5. carry out research on population-related values, including
the concept of population education and the content of
population topics in curricula and instructional materials.

The Seminar also noted the impact of inter-country activities o4
country programmes since the inception of Unesco's Regional Programme

on Population Education in the region. An inforgstion paper in this

regard was earlier distributed. In addition, during the deliberations

of the agenda items, the cofitribtitions of the Regional Team in country

programmes were acknowledged.

The Seminar observed that there are.two main issues in agenda

Item 6, namely: (i) action programmes for the qualitative improvement

of population,education at the regional level; and (ii) inter-country

co-operation, i.e. the ways in which Member States implementing popu-

lation education programmes might co-operate for_the continuing.renewal

and improvement of population education programmes in both formal and

non-formal education.

The action programmes t the regional level were already fully

covered in Chapter Two. In order to efficiently and effectively
implement the regional actions suggested, the Seminar proposed a
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"Regional Programme for the Development of Populatiom Education", as
presented below.

REGIONAL PROGRAMME FOR THE DEVELOPMENT
OF POPULATION EDUCATION

-,

The problem

The total population in the 39 countries of Asia and the Pacific
was gstimated at 2,506 million in mid-1981, constituting about 56 per cent
of the world's population. It is growing at the rate of about 1.7 per
cent, which means an addition of over 42 million per year. The population
of the region is expected to be 2,900' million in 1990 and about 1,400
million in 2000 or about 900 million additional persons in Asia and the
Pacific in 20 years. 4t the time of population stabilization, which is
expected in 2110, the population of Asia and the Pacific will constitute
about 60 per cent of the global total - a vast number of people who will
have to face the reality of shrinking agricultural land, declining
forests, depleted mining and other mineral resources, deteriorating
grazing lands, and tlwindling energy sources. Employment, housing, edu-
cation and health services may even be more scarce by then. This will all
have an adverse effect on the quality of life and development efforts in
the region.

1, .

The role of population education

Population education is not a panacea, but it is a crucial aetion
programme of the education sector designed to complement other programmes
in solving the problems caused by rapid population growth and urbanization.
UnescO ha§-developTed-population edumtion programmfs at the global,

_

regional and national levels since 1970. In Asia, the.programme commenced
with the organization of a regional seminar on population and family edu-
cation in 1970. The Seminar brought together a multi-disciplinary group
from 13 Member States and six international organizations. The outcome of

this Semina roVed to be a landmark in the history of population edu-
itr-cation in the sia and Pacific region as most of the programmes developed

and implemente were thereafter based on the recommendalions of this
Seminar.

As a result of this Seminar, g Regional Adviser on Population
Education was appointed in 1971, and the Regional Population Education
Programme Service was established in 1972 as an integial part of the
Unesco Regional Office for Education in Asia, wit') the financial support
of UNFPA. The Regional Programme Service is being operationalized through
a Regional Team in Population Education, consisting of a Regional Adviser,
a Specialist in Curriculum Development in Population Education, a
Specialist in Population Education in Out-of-School and Aduli Education,

and a Documentation Specialist. In 1981, a Regional Adviser on Population
Education in the Pacific was appointed and posted in Fiji.
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. , The Regional Programme for the Development of Population Edu-
cation recommended by the Second Session of the Advisory Committee on
Regional Co-operation in Education,in Asia and the Pacific held in
August,1982 in Manila recognizes (he importance of population education
as an interventio n strategy for development. Hence arises the urgent
need to promote it

(1
n all countries of the region, revitalizing existing

country programmes in popIllAtion education, and endeavouring to intro-
duce it into countries which do not have.programmes as yet. The
Regional ProgramMe for the Development of Population Education is meant
to strengthen the existing Regional Population Education Programme at
the Unesco ROEAP. ,The Programme derives its mandate from the 'perception
by couneriee of the existence of Rppulation pressure, which is an
obstacle to development in all its facet.

so

The goals bf the Regigenal Programme for the Development of.Plopu-
,

lation Education are as follows:

1. To promote among all persons in the countries connected
with the educational process in-school and out-of-sthool

4 (administrators, teacher trainers, literacy workers,
-

teachers and students):

a)

/'

an intelligent understanding_pf population issues
that impinge-on-the quality of life of the
individual, the family and the nation;

b) decision-making processes, attitudes and behaviour.)
in regard to population issues, taking into account
the interrelationships between population chand%,

quality oe liste and development.

.2. To provide technical advice; -services and asgistaftae-on
request1VMember States on various aspects of population
education such as awireness and orientation, needs
assessment, 0.anning and projett formulation and assist-
ance in the iMplementation of national progremmes:

3. To assist Member States in establishing a neiwok of
documentation servic14 population education and to
promote the inter-country flow of information and
materials.

Status of population education in the region

There are 39 countries in the Asia and Pacific region. If the

Federated States of MiCronesia, Marshall Islands, and Palau are reckoned
independent from the Trust Territories.of the Pacific Islands (TTPI) and
if the USSR and Turkey which are participating in the activities of the
Unesco ROEAP, are included then e have 44 countries to contend with
for purposes of population education programmes.
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0 of'these 44 countries, only 20 have on-going pop4ation edu-
i catio _rogr s. These arre Afghanistan, Bangladesh, China, Federated.'

Te-g-of Micronesia, Fiji, ,India, Indonesia, Malaysia, 4.1arshall Islands,
Pakistah,-Palau, the Philippines, the Republic of Korea, the

Socialist Republic of Viet Nam, Solomon Islands, Sri Lanka, Thailand, '

'Tonga and Turkey. ,

( Needs id requirement).

The Consultative Seminar which deliherated/from I1'z 18 October
1982 identified the following nega and requirements whi could be met

largely throug* the attivities of the Regional Team.

1.%Awarenets and orientation

There'are about 20 more countries in Asia and the Pacific
which do not have'population education programmes in spite of the,
fact-that the constraints imposed by rapid population growth and

urbaniiation actias a brake on socio-economic development. There

it, therefore, an urgent need to impress u on policy-makers and
educatibnal decisioirmakers the feasibility f launching an edu-'

cationai programme to sensitize 03e national eadeXship es well

the popillation at large to pailaation issue and approRriate

action at the personal and national levels to a liorate the

situation. Considering thit missions to these c untries cannot,0
be undertaken by the Regional Team for this purp se without
requedts for such missions, selective dis9ninLin of some-of the
iSublications of the Regional Office (e.g. the rete bulletin,

Population Education in Asia and the Pacific) may be a hearis of
creatIng an interest in these countries that would hopefully
encourage the initiation oLkE dialogue 14th the Regional Team._
2. Planning population education programmes

few countries6 at a stage'when awarehess of the popu-
lation problem has reached the extent where national authorities

are ready to take a policy decision to embark on.a programme of
population education.. There is a need for the Regional Team to
help the national auehoaties concerned to draW up plans forthis

purpose, and the Regional Team can bring to bear on this task the

wealth of experience they have gathpred over the years in a number

of countries. Ad assessment of needs, co-opetatively undertaken
by the Regional Team and the national authorities, should be a
precursor to plan'formulation. Ideally, the plans that are

formulated should be comprehensive in scope with.suitable funding
arrangements by the UNFPA or other agencies to supplement inputs

by the goyernments. Where, however, there-are condiderations

4
which:preclude the formulation of a cbmprehensive,plan, everye#
effort should be mada to eneourage plans more,liTitad in scope,or
even the undertaking of one or two small scale.prolans in the

hdpe that they would have in course of time a Elpowballing effect

and lead to more comprehensive plans or projgCCS in.thp future.

It should be the task of the Regional Team to' helpr countries

5 4
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identify what woul1i be the most useful projects to start with,
and assure them of appropri4e inputs from the Regional Team.
_Examples of such,inputs arekssistance in:

a) (Orientation programmes for key personnel in the
field of education;

b) training courses for programmes staff in the
area of curriculum and instructional materials
development, personnel training, research and
evaluation, and ilocumentation; and

c) attachments and study tours for project
personnel subject to- the availability of funds.

3. Technical assistance in the implementation of national
programmes

There are now about 20 countries in which the population
education'plans of the,national.authorities are being
operationalized through specific programmes. While most pro-
grammes cover both the in-school and out-of-school sectors, a few
programmes cover either the in-school or the out-of-school sector
only. Where only one sector is covered, it is necessary for the
Regional Team to stimulate activity in the remaining sector and
help the country to draw up plans.

For the effective implementation of national programmes,
there is a continuing need for the Regional Team to:

a) maintain an un terrupted dialogue with national
project pe onnel through correspondence and
misSions; in fact, it would be fair to state that
the national programmes that have shown the
greatest progress since Iheir commencement are
those in-which this dial6gue has beeAkmost
pronounced;

b) provide technical assistance on a continuing basis
to national authorities in personnel training for
various aspitots of project activity such as the
formulation of goals and,objectives, decisions
relating to grade/age levels for the introductfon
of in-school population education, and target
groups for out-of-school programmes, modes of
introduction (e.g. integration into various
subjects for in-school programmes, and various
development thrusts for out-of-school programmes,
or separate courses of varying durations in the two
sectors), s.trategies for the development of
curricula and instructional materials, research
and evaluation, including programme monitoring and
documentation services.
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The question may legitimately be posed as to whether a
one-time effort would not suffice and why continuing assistance
is necessary. There are quite convincing answers to this.
Firstly, population education is a relatively new field of study
in which an increasing amount of sophistication is being gradually
achieved from very modest beginning as a resuli of the cumulative
efforts of dedicated educators from a number of countries. The

Regional Team has kept abreast of these developments, while
making their own contribution which has been quite considerable.
Besides the easy-access they have to the growing body of
literature on population education, they have the advantage of
seeing programmes in operation in various countries, noting
successes and failures in varying measures,and learning from them.
Such insights as they acquire need to be placed at the service of
national projects, and inasmuch as the acquisition of these
insights is not a one-time undertaking, sharing them with national
projects cannot also be a one-tithe undertaking. Secondly, there

is little doubt that the association in an activity of knowledge-
able persons from outside the country .substantially enhances its
value as a result not only of the objective inputs by those from
outside but also of the subjective feelings or halo effect

generated. Persqns who do not sometimes give ear to .what their

own nationals say would thankfully accept the same ideas when

they come from an outsider. Thirdly, many population education

programmes are characterized by a turnover of trained personnel

with the result that the country's own resources for.programme
development get drastically reduced. Fourthly, a member of the

Regional Team can bring to the study of a problem a certain
measure of detachment which sometimes eludes the nationals who

are deeply involved in an activity and in some way committed to

its defence. The importance of continuing technical backstopping
from the Regional Team has been emphasized at some length as it
is considered vital for injecting new ideas into various aspects

of programme implementation.

Project leaders in some countries would like to see missions
undertaken to visit them every few months as a matter of course,
instead of awaiting requests as these get bogged down in the coUrse

of processing. A feasible alter
'4.

ve, to which many Unesco
National Commissions or Ministe 1.4 s of Education might subscribe, is

that of arriving at an understanding that a project would be
visited every six months or so as a matter of routine, in addition
to special requests which may be processed and transmitted as and

when the occasion arises.

Regional programmes

1. Regional advisory services
4

It is noted that from 1973 to 31 August 1982, the Regional

Team undertook 265 missions (395 man-weeks) to 29 countries in

the region in its effort to provide technical assistance to
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Member States. These missions were in response to requests by
the Governments and the UNFPA.. In the future, too, the bulk
of the activities of the Regional Team on Population Education
will consist of advisory services to the countries of the
region. These will take various forms, namely:

a) Awareness and orientation. The Regional Team will
continue to undertake missions to stimulate
interest, especially to countries regarded as
priority Countries by UNFPA to explore with the
authorities concerned the feasibility of edu-
cational action to support population policies.

b) ,Neede assessments. In collaboration with the
UNFPA, countries will be assisted in assessing
their needs and requirements in population edu-
cation."

c) Project planning and project formulation. It is
hoped that the awareness and orientation missions
in (a) and the needs assessment in (b), will lead
to widespread awareness of the need for popu-
lation education in (at leadt) about 10 countries
in the region from 1984 to 1987. These countries
will hopefully be assisted in planning their popu-
lation education programmes and in project
formulation.

d) National training programmis. Many of the existing
country projects in population education will be
assisted furtherin developing national capabilities
and expertise in various aspects of population
education (training of teachers and other personnel,
development of curriculum and materials, research
and evaluation and population education documen-
tation). Priority will be given to emerging country
programmes.

e) PPoject reviews and evaluation. Upon the request
of the Governments and the UNFPA, the Regional
Team will participate in the conduct of tripartite
reviews, annual country reviews, mid-term and final
evaluations of country projects in population edu-
cation.

f) Population education documentation. The Regional

Team will assist country programmes in building
up their population education'collection,.setting
up mobile library services, and in facilitating
the flow of population education information.

g) Identification of new areas of development. The

Regional Team will continue to identify new areas
of development in population education through their
advisory missions and consultative seminars.
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?. Regional activities

Unesco has invariably used four modalities in its con-
tribution to educational development in the Member States:

a) Advisory services through missions by staff
members and occasionally by consultants;

1.) Regional meetings and seminars;

c) Regional workshops and training courses; and

d) Mobilization of national capacities for inter-
country co-operation.

They have all, with increasing amounts of refinement
stood the test of time over the years. A discussion of (a)

has been dealt with earlier in this paper. Some elaboration

regarding (b), (c), and (d) wo414 perhaps be useful.

b) Regional meetings and seminars. Regional meetings
and seminars provide an opportunity to participants
from Member States to come together and share
experiences. Such interaction leads to mutual
stimulation, generating many ideas that may be
tried out, with necessary modifications, by
participants in their respective countries.
There are many commonalities in the educational
problems faced by countries, and some have made
more Rrogress than others in meeting them.
Solutions that are being tried out in'one country
with some measure of success or failure are not
without their lessons for others. Going right
back to.the Karachi meeting in 1960 of represdh-
tatives of-Unesco National Commissions, no
educational historian would deny the extent to
which the progress of education,is owed to the
dialogue among countries at meetings and seminars
and the recommendations that emanated from them.

c) Regional workshops and training courses to have a
multiplier effect. Basically, they have been
designed to enhance the capabilities of national
personnel to plan and implement educational pro-

grammes. One advantage of conducting them
regionally rattier than nationally 4 that both
problems and 'solutions, and the skills needed for
identifying problems and working out solutions,
are seen in a sharper perspective when they are
looked at by persons from different backgrounds.
The experiences, including the skills, gained at

regional workshops and training courses should
find their echo in activities generated at the
national level by those who have participated at
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4 the regional level. In particular, where an
educational programme is altogether new or under-
going a process of change, the value of regional
workshops'and training courses cannot be over-
estimated. From the point of view of funding,
too, a regional workshop or training course that
draws its participants from a number of countries
is a means of maximizing the use of financial
resources and spreading benefits over a larger
area than is possible through a national workshop
or training course. There are also economies in
the,utilization of resource persons and consultants
for a regional activity with its extended coverage
as against a programme carried out natihally.
The value of regional workshops and tç1ning
courses can be enhanced if national p rticipants
are identified sufficiently early an commissioned
through correspondence to carry o pilot studies
and gather relevant information, so that they
would send iri advance a data base around which the
workshop or training course.could be structured.

What has been stated above in regard to
regional activities in education in general
applies, mutatis mutandis, to regional activities
in population education, and the Cons lt tive
Seminar would dikb to urge with a ful sense of
responsibility that regional actiVi es deserve
to be suppOrted with adequate financial iesources.

d) Mobilization of national capacities fbr inter-
country co-operationl As of October 1982, about
ten countries have quite extensive experience in
population education and are in a position to
share their insights between themselves as well
as with others which have recently embarked upon
programmes or will do so in the future. The .

Regional Team facilitates the exchange of experi-
ences through regional or sub-regional meetings
and seminars, and attachment programmeS and study
tours for project and other key personnel. While .

preparations for meetings and seminars have in
general been adequate, there are some problems in
regard to attachment programmes and study tours.

Tbo often countries sending out-personnel
identify them too late, leaving little time for
the'Regional Team and the host countries to make
proper arrangements. It would therefore be help-
ful to the Regionil-geam to organl:ze the study
visits and fellowshiPg more effectively if the
countries sfnd the nominations well in time.
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Guidelines for the Mobile Team

The Consultative Seminar felt that it wouldnot be too
presumptous on its part to suggest a few guidelines that may help
the Regional to maximize its contribution to national programmes of
population education.

1. Inasmuch as the activities of the Regional Team should
be directed towards providing technical backstopping
to national projects and assisting countries to
develop national capacities and expertise, the pro-
gramne of the Regional Team should be planned on the

,basis of the needs and requirements expressed by
countries of the region ar-Consultative Seminars held
every four years.

2. The activities of the Regional Team should be planned
and implemented using participatory methodologies.

3. The Regional Team should seek a close association with
and the involvement in activities of the Regional.
Office pertaining to curriculum end instructional
materials development, teacher education and non-formal
education as they have a clear relevance for population
education programme development. Popblation education
needs to be conceived as an innovation and developed
as an integral part of the total educational programme
of a countrY, which is after all geared to the achieve-
ment of a country's national development goals in the
realization of which population policies and programmes
have been now recognized as an essential component.

4. The activities of the Regional Team should be closely'
linked with those.of other United Nations agencies
such as the Development Training Support Communication
Programme (DTCP), Economic and Social Commission for
Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP), Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO), International Labour Organization
(ILO) and the World Health Organization (WHO), and
international non-governmental organizations.

Future programmes (1984-1987)

1

A basic assumption.of the Regional Programme for the develop-
ment of populati07-E4ucation, as indeed of all regional development

programmes, is that it must serve the specific pUrposes of providing

technical assistance for the promotion and further development of
efficient and effectivejsopulation education programmes at the

national level. From 1984 to 1987, the main thrusts of the
Regional Programme for the Development of Population Education

should be the following:
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1. Development of minumum and adequate learning requirements
in population education

The need

It is common experience that detailed and elaborate
curriculum in population education proposed for integration into
the educational system is often not feasible because most subject
areas are already overloaded.

1

In the non-formal education sector, there is a wide range
of target addiences with varying needs, interests and problems.
Moreover, the out-of-school population education programmes will
need to keep in view the directions and parameters of the
specific development programmes through which the population edu-
cation concepts will be filtered. It is, therefore, necessary to
expose the key personnel of these programmes and community
leaders to population'education concepts. Experience has shoign
that some of these personnel are hardly available for partici-
pation in the traditional long duration orientation programmes.

There is, therefore, a need to develop a minimum and
adequate learning requirement of a core programme relevant to
each subject area, grade level and target group. Such a programme
should help cover all essential components on the one hand and at
the same time ensure that it is kept within feasible limits as
regards the quantum of content. The core programme should not,
however, restrict the development of additional content for
inclusion wherever necessary.

Regional action

Convene'a regional workshop aimed at: (i} developing poss-
ible criteria for determining minimum and adequate learning
requirements in the light of the experiences in the Member States;
(ii) providing training on the process of developing minimum and
adequate earning requirements; and (iii)-developing prototype
minimum and adequate learning requiretents for adoption or
adaptation in the Member States.

National action

Follow-up national workshops need to be organized.

2. Joint projects on innovative training and teaching
methodologies

The need

The value-laden and sometimes sensittve content of popu-
lation education requires that teachers be equipped with suitable

'teaching methodologies. In the formal sector, methodologies may
emphasize inquiry and value clarification-oriented techniques
which underline the need to strengthen the process component of
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teaching. In the non-formal population education programmes, the

stress has been on the mere imparting of information and knowledge-

resulting in the breakdown of communication between the learners

and the trainers and field workers. It is, therefore, essential

to evolve suitable teaChing methodologies based on the character- -

istics of the target audience, such as level of literacy, age,

sex and marital status, on the one hand, and the value-laden

nature of population education on the other.

Regional and national action

A small working group consisting of about eight to ten

experts in teaching/training methodologies in population education

would be convened at the regional level to develop a,manual in the

formal education and a manual and audio-visual kit in non-formal

education. These manuals and kits would describe innovative

training/teaching techniques in population education. The modality

to be used for developing the manual would consist of four phases,

viz.: (i) study visit to selected countries of the region to

identify and observe innovative methodologies and teaching/learning

materials as well as population contents that lend themselves to

inquiry and value clarification techniques in population education;

(ii) preparation of trial edition of the manual in a writing work-

shops; (iii) tryout of the manual in selected countries; and

(iv) finalization, production and distribution of the Manual.

z

3. Programmes for special target groups

The need

The development needs of the special interest groups such

as women, the rural poor, slum dwellers and migrants are partly

being met,through different development programmes organized by

various governments, semi-governments and,voluntary agencies. In

order to help these groups fully derive the benefits of their

participation in development programmes it would be desirable to

expose them, especially those in the reproductive age range, to

the need for planning their family size to help them maintain a

minimum level of quality of life. One way in which this may be

achieved is through the integration of population education in

the development programmes which are designed to meet the socio-

economic needs of these groups. Assuming that such an agreement

is reached between the personnel of such development programmes

and population education staff, it would be essential to develop

integrated teaching/learning materials for these groups and to

train the staff of development programmes in integrating popu-

lation education concepts into their ongoing and new programmes.

Such training will be needed more for thefield workers at the

grass-roots level as they have generally a low level of formal

education and insufficient training in population education,

communication techniques and group dynamics which are essential to

work effectively at this level with such special groups.
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Regional action

A sub-regeonal workshop should be-organized aimed at:
(i) training key personnel in the participatory process of (

developing problem- and target-oriented materials; and (ii) de-
veloping prototype materials for special groups such as uneducated
women and under-privileged groups fof adoption or adaptation in
the countries of the region.

National action$

Follow-up national workshops/seminars should be organized

Xi

to train a sufficient number of personnel from differe t develop-
mept agencies in the process of developing problem- a target-
oriented materials, and to adapt such available mate als 'ft meet
the needs of illiterate women and other under-priviireged groups.

4. Evaluative research

The need

Two kinds of research are needed namely; (i) action-
oriented research, and (ii) evaluative research.

Regarding action research, the need is for research on
content, i.e. not merely in terms of accounting for the increase
in population topics in textbooks and other instructional
materials; but in the qualitative analysis.of such materials to
determine if such topics are, in fact, resulting in the learners'
change of knowledge, attitudes anYsL.es as well as the learners'
immediate or intermediate action,ko enhance their quality of life.
There is also the issue of placement of topics, e.g. whether a
certain topic is comprehended more successfully in grade IV or
grade VI; whether successful learning takes place when population
content is integrated with other subjects or when offered as a
single subject, and the relative salience of population issues
with children at different lgVels of maturfty.

There are also evaluative research studies in population
education that are urgently needed such as research on methodology
(effectiveness of different training strategies and techniques of
teaching) and programme evaluation, such as cost effectiveness
(efficiency)'and progtamme impact on the target audience.

Studies in the non-formal education sector are also needed
such as: (i) determining minimum and alequate learning require-
ments for integration in extension works and literacy programmes;
(ii) identifying communication/population education strategies
for various regional groups; and (iii) developing training
strategies to reach illiterate audiences.

In many countries, though, the problem is not the lack of
research studies; but how to utilize the output of research
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studies that are remaining unused in libraries. in many countiies

of the region, dozens of theses have been written, some of which

would have implications for population education programmes.

Regional action

A regional workshop on evaluative research could provide a
forum for: (i) exchanging experiences on evaluative research in
both the formal and non-formal sectors; (ii) developing research
and evaluative research designs and instruments/tools on common
problems encountered by people involved in population education;
(iii) developing alternative programme monitoring and evaluation
designs; and (iv) developing alternative designs for research
utilization involving researchers, policy and decision-makers and

practitioners.

National action

Follow-up national workshops on evaluative research are to
be convened in the countries, under the leadership of those who

attended the regional workshop.

5. Regional consultative seminar

'The need

As more countries initiate and implement national population

education programmes, the more the need for sharing experiences,

and co-operatively developing innovative action programmes for the

continuing qualitative improvement of population education pro-

grammes at the national and regional levels. Likewise, regional

programmes in population education are justified only so far,as

they lend support to meet the needs of country programmes in

population education. One way in which the latter could be

realized is to plan the regional programme through a consultative

seminar.

Proposed regional and national action

It is proposed to organize a regional consultative seminar

in 1986 aimed at: (i) sharing experiences; (ii) co-operatively
planning innovative action programmes for the qualitative improve-

ment of population education; and (iii) suggesting regional pro-

grammes to help meet the needs and req.i1iirements of cOuntry pro-

grammes in population education.

It is proposed to also organize national consultative

seminars at the national level, especially for big countries.

6. Systematic resource.sharing and information exchange

The need

From 1978 to 1982, the Regional Team, through its Population

Education Clearing House trained about 28 librarians,
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documentalists, information workers and other professionals
through a series of internship and attachment programmes,on
documentation and information services in population education.
At the same time, the Clearing.HouSe also assisted a numb'er of
countries develop or build their population education collections

or resource bases. However, direct inter-country exchange and
flow of information and materials among population education
professionals within and among countries is still slow and

unsystematic. Having developed the infrastructure, i.e. popu-
lation education collections and resource bases in the countries,
including the training of the personnel who man these resource
bases, it is timely and appropriate to convene these former
trainees to discuss networking and exchange of information on
population education not only within the country but among them-
selves and other population education professionals.

Regional action

Convene a regional workshop aimed at: (i) sharing
experiences on strategies and problems in building up their popu-
lation education collections or resource bases, in the acquisition,
organization, transformation, processing and dissemination of
'information and materials; (ii) developing a plan for a systematic
networking of population education documentation units and
information resource bases; (iii) strengthening ongoing insti-
tutional links among these centres and among population education
professionals for more effective materials dissemination and
information sharing; (iv), developing guidelines for a-more
systematic mechanism for collection, reproduction and dissemination
of materials among the countries; (v) reviewing training needs in
population education docy.mentation; and (vi) preparing a plan of

publications which can be co-operatively produced and disseminated

by the network members.

7: Translation of materials

The need

In view of the limited availability of materials on popu-
lation education in the national languages and the fact that some
of the materials available in English would be very suggestive for
effective programme development, the need exists for some care-
fully selected materials in English to be translated into the

national languages. Additionally,,some of the materials produced

in national projectsithrough their national languages could be a

useful input into, national projects in other countries, if they

are made available in an English translation.

Regional and national action
*ow-

It is proposed that the Regional Team, through its
Clearing House for Population Education, should set up an
ongoing programme to identify useful materials in English and
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sponsor their translation into the languages of national projects
and also encourage the translation into English for wider'
dissemination of particularly innovative materials produced by
national projects in their awn languages.

At thesnational level, it is proposed that where a country
has a number of major languages, action be taken to translate
materials from one major language to the others.

8. Handbook on processing, transformation, repackaging and
selective dissemination of information and materials on
population education

The need

Collections of materials in p pulation education in the
Member States are still in their ini l stage of organization.
This means that they are still in the process of acquiring
materials, building and expanding their collection. It is
expected, however, that in the near future, those who man these.
libraries will go a step further than mere acquisition, cataloguing
and shelving or materials by providing an active informAion
service. It is proposed to develop a handbook for the purpose of
equipping interested personnel with the knmwledge and skills
required for repackaging and dissemination.

Proposed regionalsand national action

It is proposed that the Regional Team on Popdlation
Education, in collaboration with outstanding documentalists in
population education, develop a handbook on the processing,
transformation, repackaging, and selective dissemination of
information.

The handbook will be distributed to Member States for
their use and adaptation.

9. Reprint series or technical bulletin for policy-makers and
administrators

The need

The Clearing House is now regularly preparing and
disseminating quite a number of materials intended for prac-
titioners such as teachers, curriculum developers and field-
workers in population education. The policy-makers and the
administrators who comprise the influential and key leaders in
the population educatiOn programmes have also to.be given equal
attention in terms of information dissemination. There are
now quite a number of countries which have highly developed
population education programmes a well-trained experts in the
field. Their experiences, vi and perceptions in developing,
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managing and running the,population educationammes at the

national level, as well as their Iheoreticel and philosophical
ideas and insights about population education in Asian countries'

-- can serve as valuable refersnce material and a guide for other
high-level policy-makers,nlministrators and'other professionals
who are just launching or in the early stages of their populatiOn
,education programmes.

Proposed regional andnational actions
4

It is proposed that the experiences and insights of these
officials be shared by inviting them to write technical articles
which can be printed into a technical bulletin or reprint series.
This technical bulletin will serve as a forum for the exchange of
technical and policy level type of information to be written by
national authorities and experts.

10. Selective dissemination of information (SDI) (1984-1987)

The problem

A survey of profile and information needs of population
education prqfessionals in the Member States show a variety of
specific activities and functions they are engaged in and the
corresponding specific types of subject matter and materials
they require to effectively_carry out their activities. Too often,
materials that are sent.to them are so general and unfocused that
they are seldom of value to their work. Furthermore, the format
in which they are presented often discourage use. These indi-

viduals expressed the need for the right kinds of materials and
information presented in the appropriate form. As a corollary to
this, the Population Education Clearing House of Unesco has a
wealth of materials in its collection which have been developed
by the Member States and other organizations which could very well
respond to the specific information needs of various audiences.
Frequently, however, these materials come in either very teohnical
lqnguage or in a very poorly written language while some are
incomplete or inadequately explained; but by combining them with
other materials on the same subject, they wodld offer new and

useful ideas. Still others come insuch unattractive and poorly
printed form that they do not invite use.

Proposed regional and national action

It is proposed that the Regional Team, through its Clearing
House for Population Education, undertake a continuing SDI activity
from 1984-1987 designed to meet the various information needs of
professionals involved in population education. These SDI packages
will ,be distributed with a questionnaire to the countries for their
use and in turn sent back to the Clearing House with the completed
questionnaire to determine whether the packages were used or not and
to update the profile and suggest interests of the userb. At the

national level, it is proposed that SDI activities be undertaken.

.
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INTER-COUNTRY CO-OPERATION

The Seminar noted that over the past few yeaA4some countries id
the region have gained useful experiences in the implementation of
different aspects of, national population education programmes. The

4
'Seminarfelt that tHe countries would benefit by sharing their,experienges,
materials and information bilaterally and through Unesco. The following are

some-modalities of inter-coUntry co-operation.

1. Multilatef.t.1/bilateral exchange of resource personnel and

materials
.

P'
In view of the scarcity of resources 4711the countries,

exchange of resource personnel and materials betwew and among the
countries in the region will undoubtedly contribute to the improve-
ment of the quality of population education programmes in the
countries.

2. Attachment programme

This is one of the modalities of ving on-the-*job training

to the project and kerpersonnel which has already been used by
some`countries. The Seminar recommended that this modalityof
training should be continued.

11.\

3. Inter-country study visits

- Inter-country seudy visits have proved,to be an effective
mOdality for creating awareness and commitment among the policy:-
makers, administrators and other key perso461. The atudy visits

also help in fostering better uHderstanding of the programmes for,
people of the participating and host countries.
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Chapter Four

,SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONy

/v
The recommendations of thd Regional Consultative Seminar are

presented here as a summary; the full text and supporting reasons are
found in the relevant sections particulnrly in Chapters Two and. Three.

1. Needs assessment

1.1 National level

a) Conduct studies to aSsess the state of the art of popula-
4

tion education.

) Organize national seminars for policy-makers, planners and
other professional to assess needs in population education.

1.2 Regional level

Organize regional consultative a.eminars periodically, inter
(dia., to assess needs requirements in population education.

2. Sttmulating, developing and supporting programmes

*or2.1 National level

Organize pational seminars to stimulate awareness about popula7
tion education among high-level officials.

2.2 Regional level

a) Continue regional advisory serviCes to Member States to
create awareness; assist in needs assessment, project
formulation; participate in national training programmes,
curriculum and materials development, project review and
evaluation; identify new developments and/or problems; and
assist in the area of population education documentation.

b) Arrange inter-country visits especially for countries
without populatidn education,programmes.

3: Commitment

National level

a) Organize national seminars for policy/decision makers to
develop and sustain commitment to popufation education.,

b) Organize inter-departmental and inter-ministerial planning
and development meetings.

c) Enlist the support of professional nnd voluntary organizations.
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d) Organize in-country study visits.

e) Tap the mass-media for publicity campaign about population
education. Organize radio and thevision quizzes and essay
contest.

3.2 Regional.level

.Organize regional seminars for heads of cou4rybprogrammes and
other key officials in order to create and sustain inteiest and com-
mitment to population education.

4. Population education and development

4.1 National level

Conduct a study to determine the ways in which population edu-
.

cation contributes to the realization of education objectives, poin-
lation policy., and national development goals.

5. Reconceptualization

5.1 National level

Reconceptualize population education to make it more feasible,
functional, and conducive to the enhancement of quality of life.

6. Minimum and adequate curricular learning requirements

6.1 National level

a) Formal school L Develop minimum and adequate learning re-
quirements designed to attain dedired cognitive and behav-
ioural outcomes at each grade level.

b) Non-formal - Develop core learning requirements in popula-
tion education for integration intO various development.
programmes.

6.2 Regional level

Convene a regional workshop for the development of minimum and
adequate curricular requirements for in-school and core learning
requirements for out-of-school population education.

7. Training modalities

7.1 National level

Conduct studies on the cost effectiveness of various training
modalities.

7.2 Regional level

a) Absist Member States in organizing attadhment programmes
(funded from national.projects).

b) Organize sub-regional training courses (funded from nitional

projects).
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Summary of recommendations:

8. Teaching methodologies

Regional and national levels

Undertake a joint project on innovative teaching methodologies.

9. Programme for special groups

9.1 National level

Organize-follow-up workshop at the national level.

9.2 Regional level

Organize a sub-regional workshop designed to train"key per-
n'onnel in.developing problem/target-oriented materials.

10. Evaluative research

10.1 National level

Organize.follow-up national workshop on evaluative research.

10.2 Regional evel

Organize a regional workshop on evaluative research.

.114 Institutionalization

11.1 National level

a) Organize national workshops to identlfy constraints to
institutionalization and ways and means to overcome them.

b) Expand population education to cover both the formal and
non-formal sectors.

c) Countries of the region may consider the establishment of
a Population Studies Centre.

12. Population education documentation

12.1 National level

a) Build a population education collection and dissemination
service.

b) Facilitate the flow of population education information
within the country.

c) Translate population education materials froa English to
national language aftd the national language to the local
languages, and vice versa.

d) Train,personnei in the transformaiion, repackaging and
selective dissemination of information.

12.2 Regional level

a) Convene a Regional Workshop in Developing a Systematic
Mechanism for Resource Sharing and Information Exchange.
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b) Develop an ongoing translation programne.

c) Facilitate the flow of population educgtion information

in the region.

d) Develop a handbook an effective transformation,.repack-
aging and selective dissemingtion of information.

e) Organize attachment and internship progranmes.

.f) Prepare a directory of organizations, personnel, resource
persons and-resources in population education.

13. Collaboration with other agencies

That Unesco collaborate with other U.N. Agencies such as ESCAP,
ILO, wo and International Non-Governmental Organizations in the pursuit

of quality of life through population education.

14. Recommendation for UNFPA

The composition of UNFPA Needs Aesessment Missions should include

a member of the Unesco Regional Team and/or national experts in popula-

tion education to assess needs in this area;
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Annex I

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

Afghanistan Mr. Mir Abdul Qayum
(Democratic Professional Member
Republic of) Reading Materials and Head of Population

Education Unit
General Agency for Literacy Campaign
Ministry of Education
Kabul

Mr. Mohammad Akbar Qorghani
Professional Member
Operation Unit
General Agency for Literacy Campaign
Ministry of Education.
Kabul

Bangladeah Mk. Mahmood Aninul Islam
(People's Joint Secretary .

Republic of) Ministry ofEducation
Dhaka

China (People's
Republic of)

Mr. Qazi Abdus Subhan
Specialist
Population Education Programthe

House No.-62.,, Road No. 7/A (New)

Dhanmondi Residentfal Area
.

Dhaka-9

Mr. Sun Dongtang
Deputy Director
First Department of General Educatpn and
Director ofTopulation EduCation prOject

Ministry of Education
37 Damucanghutong
Xidan, Beijing

4

Mr. Zhang Jiagang
Research Worker .

Population Research Institute
Beijing College of Economics
Beijing
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India (Republic Dr. Sohanlal Nagda
of) Director and Project Director 2nd IPP

(World Bank), Population Education Project
Sri Venkateswara University
Tirupati (Andhra Pradesh) 517502

Indonesia Mr. Sukotjo Hardjosarwono
(Republic of) Director

National Population Education Project
Ministry of Education and Culture
BP3K, Jalan Jenderal Sudirman
Senayan, Tromol Pos,297 KBY
Jakarta

Malaysia

Mr. Endang Suwarno
Sub-Director of Physical and Health
Teacher Training

Directorate of Teacher Education
Ministry of Education
Jl. Hanglekir 11/16
Jakarta

Miss Asiah Abu Samah
Director
Curriculum Development Centre
Ministry of Education
Pesiaran Duta, Off Jalan Duta
Kuala Lumpur 11-04

Mrs. Nurhatiah Hatim
National Family Planning Board
P.O. Box 416
Bangunan Yayasan Selangor
Jalan Bukit Bintang
Kuala Lumpur

Nepal (Kingdom Mr. Keshab Prasad Nepal

of) Undei Secretary
Programming/Evaluation Section
Ministry of Education
Kaiser Mahal, Kantipath
Kathmandu

Mr. P.D. Subhash
.District Education'Officer
Kailali District

,a
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Pakistan (Islamic
Republic of)

Annex I

Mrs. Rukhsana Hamidi
Subject Specialist (Education)
Education Cell'

'Directorate of Training
Population Division
10-D, Al-Hilal Society
Opposite Sabzi Mandl.
Karachi-

Mr. Saclib Ali Khan

Assistant Educational Adviser
Ministry of Education
Islamabad

Philippines Dr. Lucila M. Manlutac
(Republic of Supervising Educational Researcher
the) Population Education Programme

Ministry of Education and Culture
Arroceros Street
Manila

Republic of Mr. Lee Young Kyo
Korea Senior Supervisor

Ministry of Education
Sejong-Ro, Jongro-Gu
Site of Government Building
Seoul 110-00

Socialist Dr. Nguyen Duc Minh

Reliublic of Deputy Director
Viet Nam National Institute of Educational Science

Ministry of Education
Hanoi

Mr. Le Nang An
Deputy Head
International Co-operation Board
Ministry of Education

,Hanoi

Sri Lanka Mr. W.S. Perera
(Democratic Director
Socialist Policy Co-ordination Branch and Director

Republic of) of Population Education Project
Ministry-tot Education
Malay Street
Colombo 2
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Thailand (Kingdom Dr. Kamol SudPrasrt
of) Deputy Director-General

Department of Curriculum and Instruction
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INAUGURAL ADDRESS
by Mk. Raja Roy Singh, Assistant Director-General-

Unesco Regional Office for Education in Asia and the Pacific

Ladies and Gentlemen:.

Twelve years -ago, the first Regional Vorkshop on Population and
Family Education was held in this of'fice, whiCh led to the subsequent
conception, birth and growth of population education programmes in 14
countries in Asia and six countries.in the Pacific re0on. All these
programmes represent the education 4ctors` contribution to the allevi-
ation of population problems.. There err many other population and de-
velopment programmes,that are directly and indirectly designed to contend
with population prOblems, However, country rep;orts 'on the significant
knowledge gains,ehd attitude changes among yeung and adult learners
regarding population issues/problens are a useful barometer on the impact
of the programme. 'Moreover, the priority acCorded.by UNFPA's Governing
Council to poeulation,eaucation as second only to family planning appears
to be ayecognition of the potential of this programme in contributing to

'the present optimistic Rstimate of the world population down to 6.1
billiowin the year 2000,instead of the 7.5 billion earlier predicted, if
the Anditions of stable fertility pr vafling in the 1950's remained'
*bated..

Ibis is not.to,sny that the pop lation problem has already been
resolved.: The populatión scenario appears to remain -quite gloomy. The

total popUlation in ihe 39 countries of Asia_and the Pacific was estimated
at 2,506.million in:Ad-1981, which constitute about 56 per cent of the
-world's population,-:growing at the rate of about 1.7 per cent or the
addition of over O. million people per year. The population of the region
is exPected io be 2,900 million in 1990 and about 3,400 million in 2000

'or about 900,Ai1lion additional persons in this part of the planet earth
in a short Span 'of 20 years. At the time of population stabilization'
(expected in the year 2110) Asia's population will constitute nearly 60
percent of the global population - a vast number of people who will have
to.tace^the:teality of shrinking agricultural land, declining forestry,
mining and other mineral resources, deteriorating grazing lands, and

" 'dwindling energy sources, etc. Employment, housing, educadon, health
'services will be even more scarce in the developinecountries of-this

-.region by then.

It his been shown that there is a tendency for unplanned popula-
tion growth and ijoverty to be mutually reinforcing. And poverty is a
reality in the rgiOn, which contributes to the life squalor and hopeless-
ness to millions/of people who are living under conditiona truly degrading 0
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and insulting to human4dignity. Varying degrees of under-nourishment

affect about 640 million in the region. It is also very sad that to the
very poor, poverty is seen as the cause rather than the effect of high

fertility.

The World Fertility Survey shows that in general the fertility pf
women degreases as their income increases. It also indicate that women
who have been educated and work outside the home are likely to have small

families. We, of course, know that the better educated women have better
chances of working outside the home and arelikely to get higher paying
jobs. It is presumed that when education is enriched with population -

education which inter alio make young and adults aware of the impact of
rapid population growth on aspects of quality of life - that the more imr
pact on fertility behaviour could be expected. This is because population
education helps people make choices and plan their fertility behaviours.

It is interesting to note that 1980 was 4shered in by the emergA
ence of all-out national population programmes in China and'India'- the

population of these two countries constitute two thirds of the region's

population. Likewise, there are population education programmes in the
other more populous countries of the region such as Bangladesh, Indonesia,
Pakistan,4. Philippines, Republic of Korea, Thailana and the Socialist

Republic of Viet Nam - whose comhine population constitute over one fifth
of the region's population.. It is-also encouraging to note that even
cpuntries with relatively small-sized population such as Afghanistan,
Malaysia, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Fiji, Federated States of Micronesia, Marshall
'Islands, Palau, Solomon Islands and Tonga have launched national popula-

tion education programmes.

Indeed, at this pbint n time, a wealth of experiences in popula-
tion education have been generated, developed and could now be shared by
the Member State's of the _region; particularly those represented in this

meeting.

I trust that the review of experiences will dwejl on a deeper
analysis of why each,country programme in population elucation haS'taken
the courses of action so chosen; and hopefully future requirements and

needs of the programme would emerge in the course of the analysis of such

experiences in population education.

It is hoped that As population education matures, that all con-
cerned will not be complvent about it. If population education is to
continue as a dynamic rejuvenating force for development, it must be con-

tinually renovated. Hence, the.agenda item "Innovative Action Programmes
for the Qualitative Improvement of Population Education" at the national

level.

Lastly, .you are aware that we/have a regional programme in popu-

lation education. I would ask you to kindly consider what action pro-

grammes should be taken at the regional level to meet the emerging needs

at the country level, and the ways in which Member States implementing
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population education programmes might co-operate for the continuing re-
newal and improvement of population education in both formal and non-
formal education,sectors. I maintained the regional programme.on popula-
tion eddtation is justified only in as far as it'serves the specific 1

purposes of providinvtechnical assistance for national development
within the framework of mutual co-operation among the countries of the
region.

The future directions of population education in the region in
the next four years or sp is for you to consider in this Seminar. It is

a big ch'llenge, which I have no doubt you will gladly accept.

Thank you, ,

OM.
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Annex III

ADDRESS
by Dr. J.S. Parsons

UNFPA Deputy Rekesentative, Thailand

Friends and'Colleagues:

It gives me great pleasure to be heie with you this morning on'

laghatf_al-tha-Unl-ted-Netlefte-12.und--for-PlapntstItnaArrttrittEt. ,

As.I am sure you are well aware, the UilFPA has been through the
-years-a-strong supporter of the concept of pDpulatiori education broadly
defined. In fact one of the primary tasks Mr. Salas, our Executive
Director, has set for both himself and for the Fund as a whole is tfie
creation of a greater awareness of the central role of population in the
development process and the fostering of a stronger political commitment
hy governments,io support popnlation activities.

The Fund has been the proud partner of such U.N. specialized
agencies as Unesco, FAO, ILO and others in sponsoring a wide variety of
population education activities globally, regionally and especially within
country programmes. The 28th Governing Counmil which met in New York in
-1981 reaffirmed that following family planning the next highest pribrity
for ourresources is population education and general.IEC activities in
support of family planning.programmes.

Within the Asian region we find many st4king examples of sell
.designed and implemented natiOnal population education efforts, bo h in
the formal and non-formal sectors. These efforts have ucceeddiii the'.4

'face'of considerable obstacles, not the lrast of which is inherent in
$

-the nature of any education effort - namely that results are not di-
ately measurable or recognized. Anyone whbglas to justify programmes'in
the face of increasing financial constraints knows how difficult it is to
capture a portion of existing financial resources today .based on a promise

f-wh-at-may-ocetyr-,-be in ihe next generation.

1.)

While I am on the subject
that seems to be alwa s the topic
that I haGe little ne d to remind
lafgest"multilatera donor in the

of financial constraillts - something
of,conversationthese days - I am sure
you,that the UNFPA, which is the.
population field, is experiencing its,

own financial limitations. Too often'we view the current situation with
a sense., of despondency when in fact we are confronted with a challenge.

,

that can lead to a positive and useful change. The challenge is,to make
more effeive uge of limited donor funds to better complement resources
available frOm national governments. Increasingly, donor assistance must
be viewed in terms of how it coMplements national programmes and fOr

41 ,
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purposes not easily achieved with those pational funds. Increasingly,
donor assistance is coming to be viewed as a potential for innovation an4
experimentation rather ehan for underwriting the basic costs of nation-
wide populdtion activities.

It is.oUr great hope that during the course of your delitierations
here in Bangkok that you will have the opportunity to consider innovative
mechanisms for better integrating population education concepts into all
development efforts, and, to borrota a highly refined strategy from the
Indonesian experience, to foster a greater sense og political commitment
from all governffient development agencies to support population activities.

As was the slogan several.years ago, "Population is everyone's baby"'and
if we can get this basic point accepted by the development agencies in

guverrunwrrsrve- gramzr a 'duCE-TaTE
ing dollar and maximizing our impact.

Best wishes in your seminar. We look forward to the results and
we stand ready to provide whatever assistance possible.

Thank you.

1
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WELCOME ADDRESS *
by Dr. Leonardo de la Cruz

Regional Adviser on Population Education
Unesco Regional Office for Education in,Asia and the Pacific

Ladies and Gentlemen:

Good morning!

On behalf of my coll agues at the UnescO Regional Office for
Educat,ion in Asia and the Pacific, it'is my pleasant task to welcofie our
distinguished partiapants, resource person6, guests and observers to
-this Seminar. We hope you had a pleasant journey to Bangkok, Thailand
land of charming and eversmiling Thais.

We are, indeed, grateful to the Governments*of.the Democratic,
,

.Mpublic of Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Ifeople:s Republic of China, India,
Indonesia, Malaysia, Nepal, Pakistan, Philippines, Republic of Korea,
Sri Lanka, Thailand and the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam - for honouring
our inyitation to this Regional Consultative Seminar on Population
Education. Likewise, we salute.the very dis4nguished participants, re-
source personsguests and observers for taking tinid-out from their busy
schedule in_their own work/offices in order lo participate in the delib-
erations of this Seminar.

Together, we hope all of ud will be faithful Seminarians - from
this day on till the 18th of October - so that we may jointly.and Co-
operatively conceive and cause the birth of innovative actions programmes
for the qualitative improvement of population education at the national
and region 1 levels.

Ak,

Ag welcome and we wish you all a pleasant and fruitful ftay '

at the,Une co Regional Office, Bangkok, and in Thailand. '

v
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AGENDA

f *
I. Inaugural Session.

2. Eletion of Officers of the Seminar.

-177Review of Experiences irk PopUlation.Education:

4, Assessing Needs and Requirements in Population

*Education.

5. Innovative Action Programmes for Qualitative
Improvepent of Population Educatioq Programmes
-at the National Level IA Formal add Non-Formal

. Sectors.

6. RegioAal Co-operation in PopulatOn Education.

7. Consideration and Addption of Report.
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ANNOTATED AGENDA-

1. Inaugural Session

2.(Election of Offict-of the Seminar

The meeting will elect a Chairman,. two Vice-Chairmen and a 4.

rapporteur. The Secretariat of the meeting
Unesco Regional Office for,Educlgtion in Asia and the Pacific.

.. f

3. Review of Experienceg in Popu ation Educatfon
.

. .

The participants will esent their country papers for discussion

highlighting the fo4owing nts: ,

.

1 .
....

.

,

a) Goals arid objectives (linkage to nationag. development goals);

b) Status of population education in the formal and non-formal-

sectors, especially with reference to:\
.

. i) Strategies used (planning,'curriculum and materials
. .development, training, research and evalation, and

, documentation); .

-
ii) accomplishments;

iii) iTpact on target audience;.

iv) problems faced and strategies used to overcome them.

-6.1 Future trends of population e cation both in the in-school

'and outrof-school sectors.

1

. .

. Assessing Needs and Requirements in Population EduCation

It is holed that the revieNisj experiences in population educa-
,

tion will bring into focus the needfshnd requirements in various asPects

of ',population education programmes such as the following:
,

a) Clearer conceptualization on the role of population education
vis-a-vis family planning programmes as a means to the ,

realization of the popuiation policy and development.plans.
.

b) Awareness prdgrammes,for policy and/or decision-makers, in-"'

eluding orientation programMes for key' administratdft., %A '..

C) Curriculum Aaterials development, including integratiod,
otpopulatiottontent in school subjects and non-formal
education prpgr,etufat . i

\,
..,
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.11

7,
s

Alternative training modalities for various types of persbn-.
nel, including innovative teaching/learning techniques.

e) Research, including researql utilizatibn.

f) Evaluation, including assessment of the impact of theyro-

r or, gramme on target audience.
,..

, -
g) Documentation, including mobile library in population r

.....,-,;, .. -

.

, ,I

education.

`'

S. Innovative Action Programne s for Qualitative Improvement of Population
Education

eke ft: -
'C 7

I 4,

4 A
;

rie ces in .o.ulation education and the
assessment of needs and requirements, ways addlie&d-S- fdt-t1A-411611-nt1Vb7-
improvement of population education could be identified to serve as a
suggestive bases for deVeloping innovative action programmes at the na-

tional level.

6,- Rekional Co-operation in PopUlation Education

In the light of die deliberations of agenda iter9s 3, 4 and 5, the
Seminar will consider what action programmes should be taken at the re-
gional level1 t6 meet the,emerging needs at the country level, and the
ways in which Member States implementing population.education programmes
might co-operate for the continuing renewal and improvement of population
êducation programmes io both:formal and non-formal education sectors.

7. Consideratiod-2and Adoption of the Report

The'dfscussions of the Seminar will be embodied in a report which

will be consi'derea under this agenda item..

;

88 8j
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a) fri :the formal sector

.
Annex

. ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF'NATIONALVPULATION EDUCATION PROGRAMMES
,

I
V

.1,

Coutiiries
t*

Curxicu lpm development Personnel training Research and Evaluati on
Documentation and

Information .exchange

. 1:Zangladesh

,,...,

.
4

. ' ,

4

'a) Integratfon of popu-
la.lion education con-

cepls into the text-
books on

..
suhjects

like Bed all math-

e

a) Training of 50,000
teachers at primary,
secondary att tertiary
levels. .

-

Six research studies.
have bten published up
to December 1981.
These "are:

,

a). Established a popu-

laEion education
' library (1,250 -

titles and 11,465

--7--tmatScs,-e onmen=
' tal studies social)

and emvironmental
. studits (science) in

grades IV-V. ,

h) For grades VI, VII .

'and VIII, pppulation
educatibn have been

. integrated into
-Bengali; mathematicsv
social science, ' .

general scianck, home
. economics and work
oriented education.

c2 For-grades II-k.'
(secOncrary leyel),

ihe integration had

.

taken Place ih'sub-,

f..

jects like Bengali,
.
mathtmatics,,general'
sc ience, (biology),

.

4. civics, geography, -

economics and home
.

economics.
' .

. .

d) For grades XI, III,
integration has been

-15)- Orientation training

of pridcipals of col-
leges, headmasters of
lvigh achools: edu-
cation officers and
administrators.

c) Fifty Primary Tgaining
Institutes, ten

4 Teacher Training Col-
' lgges (for secondary
'school teachers) and
the Higher fgvel
jiational institutes
,,infegrate population-
education in their
training courses.

- . ,

d) Development of distri-
-t butian of 60,000

training manuals and
- 20,000 training mod-

.
ti l es, graphs, charts

an4 diagrams.

,

,

a) A,study of knOwledge
in and,attitude
tawarris population

education and prac:-
.

tice of family
planning Of teachers:

.. .

b) 'Evaluation of knowl-
. edge base and change

in knowledge of the
students of clksses
1 and 5 in population
education.

. .

c) Evaluation of differ-
ent aspects of popu-
lation education
curriculum for
Teactier's Tgaining
Collieges. , -

d) Evaluation of train-
. ing workshop of dif-

ferent levels of
'teachers. ,

.

.

.

-.

b) Actively dissemi=
nates publications
and acts as Clearing
House. . . .

.

.c) Sets up displays and
exhibits of books
and Rublications
during'national .

workshops.
-

d) Prepares and dis-
tributes _press re-

leases and otber -
publicity mateilals.

,

e)- Provides services
for film showing,

,

during training.

f) Established and
circulates a Mobile .

Library to teacher
.\Training Colleges.

)
,

1

.

.
,

V ,

'4. - ,

.

,

-

' ,

.

A

* t ,
f4

,,.....

, ,,,,

1( s
.

.:

.

*

.

,

,
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Countries

.

Curriculum developwent Personnel training
-

Research and Evaluation
Documentation and
Information exchange

1. Bangladesh
(continued)

.

.

, -

done in Bengali,
mathematics, biology,
civics, geography, .

economics and hothe
economics.

e) DaV.elopment of

Teachers'..Gdides in
grades ry to VIII,
Teachers' Manual,
Population Education ,
Module and.National
5ource Bolia. .

-

, .

-

.

.

,

.
.

,

.

e) A study of knowledge
in and attitude
towards population
problems, issues and
population education

% of different levels
of students.

.

f) Evaluation effec-
xiveness of Population
Education Bulletin.

,

g) Prepared national
bibliography.

h) Publishes Population
Education Bulletin.

i) Training of rwo li-
brarians and publi-,
cations Officer on
documentation and
information services
in aopulation edu-
cation in Unesco.

2. China

.

.

,

a) Integration of popu-
la4on education into
political studies,
geography and physi-
.ology and hygiene'in:
secondarx schools,

.

b) Developed a physiology
and hygiene textbook
entitled, "Lectures
on Late Marriage and
Family Plannine; a
textbook entitled,
"Lectures on Popu-
lation Education" and
a .book entitled,

"Population
Education".

. :
a) 4,945 teachers had been

trained, 59 teachers ."
training courses for
population education
in secondary schools
had been conducted.

.

,

b) Development of a
.

teacher training book
called, "Essentials of

,

-Demography".

c)-Development of National
Source Book.

d) Development of a slide-
tape presentatioh,
maps and charts.

Survey xl teaching plans,
curricula and textbooks
to determine the effec-
tiveness of integrating
population education into
physiology and,hygiene

.

during puberty.

.

.

.

.

,

a) Building of'popu-
lation education
collection in the
Mi.nistry of Education

and 20 pedagogical
institutes. and seq-
ondary schools.

.

b) Training of, two

librarians documen-
tation and infor-

.
mation serVides in
population education
in Unesco.

-

. 3. India'

,

,.

4

a). Developed curriculum
for the entire school
stage as well as foi
teacher training 4

institutes for
elementary and
secondary schools.

.
.

a) Training programme to.
develop curriculum and
instructional ma- '

terials for 19 States
(covering Phase I and
Phase II).

a) National 'baseline

survey 41 population
education.

b) Published' a iesearch

bulletin entitled, "A
, Decade of Population

.

a) Training of three li-
brarians from,NCERT
on documentation and
information services
in population I., .

education. .

.

.

"
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Countries Curriculum development Person'nel training Research and Evaluation
Documentation and
Information exchange

3. India

(continued)
b) Developed instruc-

tional materials for:
(i) teacher educators
and school adminis-
trators; (ii) teachers
of various subjects
working at primary,
middle and secondary
schobl stages.

c) Teaching of population
studies at the post-
graduate and under-
graduate levels in a
few universities.

d) Development of reading
materials on popu-
lation education for
degree college,
graduate and junior
college levels.

b) Training programme for
those who are respon-
sible for organizing
training and orien-
tation of teachers,

teacher educators,
educational adminis-
trators and resource
persons at the State

C) Workshop to orient and
sensitize textbook
lesson writers in popu-
lation education.

d) DevelOpment of training
audio7visual kit on
popdiation education
for the use of teacher
training institutes..

O'Orientation and train-
ing of educational

functionaries.

f) Seminarsand orientation

courses for college
students and teachers.

g) Developed audio-visual
materials for training
-of teachers.

Education Research in
India".

c) Developed guidelines
for project evalu-
ation and which is
built-in into the
project.

b) Building of refer-
ence libeary on popu-
lation education
id the NCERT at
national level and
population edu-
cation cells in
States.

ct)--Mit-rtr-i-evek--researdr--c-Hiotrite-Extrkb*tion----
on the effectiveness Unit for use in
of'population edu- degree colleges
cation. ak introduced affiliated to
in some adversities. S.V. University.

f

4

1.1

4. Indonesia

2

a) Integration of popu-
lation education
from grades IV to
senior.high school
up to the-university

-a) Trgining of key per- a

soAnel, administrators,
Supervisors both at

Central.%and regional
levels, teachers at,all

) An overall evaluation
programme has been
carried out by the
Gadjah Mada Univer-
sity.

Building of populatiqn
education collection.

93
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Countries Curriculum development Personnel training

_

Research and Evaluation
.

Documentation and
Information exchange

4. Indonesia

(continued)

A

.

.

level,

b) Development of text-
books, teachers' guides
ana supplementary
readers.

c) Integration of popu-
lation education in
subsidiary school
system; schools of the
Council of Churches;
Muhammadiyah; insti-
tutions of Islamic
education and Islamic
higher education.

levels and all types
of schools.

b) Introducing populilltion

education in training
programmes in some
ministries and some
private agencies.,

.

c

b) An evaluation on the
materials of population
education has been
conducted4by nine
Institutes of Teachers'
Training.

c) On-going monitoring and
supervision on popu-
lation education in
the provinces.

.

.

A

5. Malaysia

'II

..

a) Integrated population

education in the health
education syllabus for
teacher training
programme,

b) Population concepts
have also been inte-
grated in mathematics,
science, civics at the
secondary level.

c) Development oi posters
on "MaO!'and his

envirdnment"; teachers:
'guides for populatioa
education in pathe-
matics,,integrated

sciefiee, home econ-

'mica, civics and
English language at
grades VII, VIII,
and IR. .

a)jeacher orientation
programme has been
tried in 47 schools in
mwo districts for more
than 500 teachers.

b) Development of self-'
learning modules con-
sisting of eight
modules used to train
teachers.

i

.

. .

.

-
.

.
...' '

.

..

i

e

a) Building and organiz-
ation of a population
education collection.

,

,b) Project acts as col-
lecting and dissemi-
nating centre.

c) Training of two\N-
ject staff on docu
mentation and infor-
station services on

population edUcation.

...

.

N* '.. .
Cr'
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Countries
'

Curriculum development

,

Personnel training
.,

Research and Evaluation

.

Documentation and
Information exchange

6.'Nepal

f

.

.

.

a) Development of a
separate curriculum on
population education
for grades IX and X.

.

b) Development of teachers'
guides.

,

c) Introduction of popu-
lation education in
teacher training
curricula,

s

.

t

.

o

r

a) Training of project
personnel.

b) Training.programme for
curriculum development
and preparation of

.

instructional material's

for the project stAf. *

.

c) Orientation programde
for 20 key adminis-
trators responsible for
the implementation of
the population edu-
cation programme in
CTSDC, Tribhuvan Univer-
sity, and nonformal
education sectors.

d) Inter-country study
visit for 16 personnel
involved in the popu-
lation education
programme.

e) In the process of de-
veloping a source book
on population education
and a set of audio-
visual materials for

.

population education.

f) Orientation of district
education officers,res-
ponsible for carrying
out population edu-
cation in the district
level.

a) Knowledge and attitude
surveys of students,
teachers and parents 6

on population edu-
cation.. -

b) In the process of pre-
paring a longitudinal
evaluative research and
a study on the effec-
tiveness of .different
methodologies Sf
teaching POpulation
education.

.

a) Building of population
education collection
for five centres
operating a population,

'education programme.

.
b) Production and dis-

semination of POPu-
lation education
newsletter.

.

.

'

,
'

.

.

,

,

...,.,

s
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7. Pakistan

..

i

,

. '
.

.

.

, .

. ."

,

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

a) Development of popu-

lation education
curricula fg; primary,
middle and lower
secondary schools.,
Incorporation orpopu-
lation education con-
cepts into subjects as
Urdu, social studies,
general science, health
and physical education
at the primary school;.
social studi,ss, general

science, home economics,
health and physical
education at the middle'

, .scho4/ and Urdusocial,

studies, health and
physiCal education,
general science, civics

.
education; English and
/geography at the lower
Secondary school levels,

b) Development of teachers'
guides for primary
teachers, supplementary
reading materials;

model lessons on the n

integration of popu- ,

iation education with
social studies, Pakistan
studies, Urdu, health
and4physical education,
nursing and general

. science; material4
.stsrce book on popu-

. lation education. -
-

.

,.

a) Training of 661aster
trainers who in turn
trained 1,500 teacher's.

b) Orientation courses
tor 3,009, primary
school teachers in the
use of textbook of
xi ,asses 1-5.

,

c),Preparation of curricu-
1USI for-training of

primary and lower
secondary school.

'teachers in the pre-
,service. . .

. ,

d) Preparation of training
kits.

.
,

e) Offering gf 24-unit
correspondence course
to orient primary '

school teadiers through
correppondence, radio
andktelevision on the
philosophy and content
of new curricula.

f) Training of 2,000
teachers of all levels
through 40,three-da)#
workshop in pppulation
education%

,

g) Orientation of 4;250
teachers hrough on-
going in-service
training programmes.

.

a) Evaltigion of workshop
Bor Mater trainers.
(1976).

,

b) ivaluation of orienta-
'tion programme in popu-
lktion education.,
(1980). ,

, a
c) Analysis of existing'

content on popufation
N

. in the textbooks of
classes 1-5 (funjab)
(1982). ,

.

,

. s

,

4

.

.

.

.
t

.
.

.

a) Building of A popu-
lation education
library in the

' Population Welfare
Division. r

b) Preparation of
national bibliography'
on population
education.

.

.

.

.

.
i

-

. .

.

'..

'

_

A

.
,

.

,

C .

. ..

-
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Countries

I

Curriculum development,
,

Personnel training

.

-, -

Research and Evaluation , Documentation and
Information exchange

1.

7. Pakistan
(continued)

J.

.

.

crtevelopment ofcur- .

riCula on population
edbcation for the .

.
inte9mediate level
Lclasses 11-12).

.

0. Development of cur-
ricula-on populatiOn
educaeion for primary
teacher training and
the B.Ed. curricula. .

_

.

,

-

e

.

,

s

. ,

,

-

-

.

,

8.

.

.

,

Philippines

.

'

.

.

.

'

I

a) Preparation of teachers'
gqides which integrate
population education
/into social studies,
health,. mathematics,

'Science and home econ-
omics from grades I to
Vtin the primary and
first to fourth year
high school,in the
Secondary level. '

b) Development of an'elec-
tive guide itt.population

"'education on the
secondarrlevel.' '

c) Development of (the popu-
lation education course
syllabus and a source

,
book for-a three-unit
course in teathex
education.

d) Developmenvof pupils'
supplementary materials

N
in four booklets for

r

a) Top level school admin-
istratori and policy
makers such as private
school heads, deans of

,golleges and regional
directors. A series
of pne-day orientation
seminar/consultative
conferences were con-
ducted to acquaint
them with the pro-
gramme and gain their
support in programme
implementat.ion.

. '

b) Division supervisors
of five subject areas
of integration - 276
teams. A five-week

.

training programme
, prepared them in their
% role as trainers of

.

- teachers in their
respecti4e diviiions.

.

c) Local school adminit-

trators such as princi-

-

The following research
.

studies had been conducted.

a) 4An analysis of the
population education
content of current
textbooks in Philippine

'elementary,and secondary
schools".

a
b) "Study on the reactions

of.parents, tachers,
laymen and other segments
of society towards cer-
tain potentially don-

, troversial population
educatien content".

c) "Preliminary investi-
gation'of students'
knowledge of and atti-
tudes on population
matters in Tarlac and
Pangasinan".

d) "How children develop

coqcept of family size".

.

a) Building of a popu-
lation education
library in the cen-
tral office and in
each of the 13
Regional branches.

b) Establishing a net-
work of population
education libraries
to promote flow and
exchange of infor-
mation and materials.

c) Training of neiwork
members on docgmen-
tation.and more
active provision of
information. services

amodrthe 13 network
members.

d) Production and dis-

semination of a
newslett4r.

.:"

S

lUi
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8. Philippines
(continued)

primary level.

e) Development of a
student's reference
material in the
secondarY level.

f) Development of eight
/self-learning units for
!grade. VI with a

'teacher's,mLnual.

g) Development-of a grade
III supplementary,

reader with stories,
poems and dialogue
carrying population
education messages%

7

h) Development of 14
self-learning modules
for teacher training
and an accompanying
.module managers' guide.

i) Development of a
resource kit for col=
lege teacher of popu-
lation educatidn.

Development of an
evaluation,manual for
research and evalu-
ation supervisors.

k) Development of a train-
ing manual for the
face-to-face 40-hour
training of primary --

s,

pals, district super-
visors and department
heads; and teachers.

'd) For pre-service, eight
summer training pro-
grammes institutes for'
college instructors
from teacher-training
institutions and col-
leges of liberafirts.

threemnit couise in
population education
was developed into the
teacher training-
curricula'. In those
caleges without a
separate course, popu-

edubation is
idtegrated in refated
courses in,teacher
training: Others use
a combination of these

' approaches.

e) "Family size preference e)

- among Filipino
adolescence".

40

f) "Fertility behaviour of
, participants in the

one-week training
programmes".

g) rA survey on the avail-
ability of teachlng
guides".

h) "Population learning
abbng

i) "Performance of trained
and untrained viachers
in populatiOn education
in the elementary
schools from grades I
to VI in the Division
of Batangas City";

j) "The relative effec-
tiveness of the inte-
grated arid inihi course

apprOaches in the
teaching of population
education in grades I
to VI in tile Division of

Nueva Ecija".

k) "Valdes,clarification in
population".

1) "A survey on the status
of the five-year popu-
lation education

44,

Establishing a plan

of resOurce'sharing
and information
exchange among the
network members.
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Countries Curriculum development Personnel training Research and Evaluation
Documentation and
Informatkon exchange

.

8.

1

Philippines
(continued)

- -

and secondary teachers.
. .

1) Development of a
.

glossary of population
education terms in the
national language.

,

...,

'

.
, -

programmes".

m) "Utliiz'ation of proto--
type evaluation

minstruents".
-

n) "Analysis of population
education contents in
MEC,published, textbooks

(EDPITAF)".

,

,

.

,
,

/

.
.

9.

.

,

Republic
of Korea

-

A.
-

a) Development of seven
resource materials to
enable textbook writers
to integrate population
education into various
areas.

b) bevelopment of learning
materials integrating
population education
contents into.the
following subjects:
(i) primary school -
Korean history, social
studies, icience,
physical education,
practical arts; (ii)
middle school - Korean
history, social studies,
science, physical edu-
cation, home economics;
.(iii) high school -
history, geography,
politics and economy,

biology physical edu-
cation, home economics:

.

(iv) development of
teachers' guides

,

a) Provided five-year in-
I

tensive training pro-
, gramma to 150 key
etrainers (college pro-
fessors, supervisors ,

and principals) three-
day training to 2,000
principals and assist=
ant principals, 6,800
high school teachets,
10,500 middle school
teachers, 6,00.0 prima ri

school teachers and 840
more primary school

' teachers *to conduct
out-of-school popu- .

lation educatio l.

b) Twenty-eight key edu-
cators went on study
tour of population
education prograthmes
in,Asia.

c) Development of five
population education,

programmes recorded on
video tape used by

Three kinds ofresearch
had been undertaken:

.

a) Spcio-cultutal,studies
. for planning and im-

pAmenting a poulation
education programme.

. (

b) Research-rdlated to
curriculum development.

-

c) Evaluation research
,such as evaluation of
students' knowledge
gain, attitude change
and evaluation of
teaching and training.

.

,

,

// *

. .

a) Establishment of popu-
lation information net.

,

work among population
education chapters.

b) YKoduction and dissemi .

nation of Population
Education Newsletter.

.

N

.

.

.

.

.

.

1 4

(
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.

9. Republic
'of Korea
(continued)

1 .

'

(
.

.
. ,

'included slide-tape
presedtation on popu-
lation education; firms
foT high school, middle
and primaiy school use.

.

.
..

1

---.

.
.

Mobile Teaching Team
in their training pro-
gramme.'

.

d) Introduction of popu-
lation education
initially in four
universities wfiich was
lattr expanded to 11

, junior teachers' col-
leges and 12 &lieges
of education

. ,,--

.
It -

..

,

,
'

.' .
.

.

.
. ,

.

'

.

i A
.

10. SrirLanka
t

.

...

.

.
.

.

-0.

'

.

.

'Introduction of poptgation
content into'syllabi of ',

First language, mathemat-
ics, science, health
sEience,and social stddies.
at the Juni& secondary

"levei (grades VI7IX).

.

,

. .

-

Y,

' . ..

.
. .

.

a) TrainniofMaster
teachers and residen-
tial couises for

,

teachers.
,

.

b)'Preparation of Teachers'
Handbook and National

. Source Book.

c) Offering pf population
education as an elev.,
tive course in the post-
graduate diploma in
education.

.

a) Pre-testing of teachers'
guides. N

.
,

b) Evaluatidn.of training
of master teachers.

(fr .
)

go- ..

'

.

-
.!." ,

... .

- 4

f
.

.

t

, .

a) Establishmene t and

'circulation of a ,

Mobile-Library.
.

.

0
$

b) Building of a.pdpu-
lation collection.

Y
c) Training of a staff

member on documenta-,

tion services'in ,..

population education.

.

. .

- .

11. Thailand

.
.

...

.

.

Developmeneof the,
following matetialp: .

,

a) Teachers' handbook for
the secondary-school
%teachers. '

,

b) Teachers' manual for
primary school teachers.

a) Proviaed tr aining to
all 900 dupperseconary

,

arid 1,200lower secpnd-..
- ary school:teachers;

36 trainers fromthe
12 Regianal Education
Office,

F.

b) Introduced population

education.teaching

a) fbllow-up, monitoring.
d .. an evuaton oal fi

ifactivities.
. . .

,

b) Surveys to assess the
need for and acceptance
of population education
amo g-secondary-school
Stu end', student

teac ers and teachers
at all'levelsr

a) Publica4o and dis-a
semination of a

newsleeter;

b) Building of a popu- -
lation education
.collection and-

ibrary.
.

, ,

1

1 4 7
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.

'

Personnel training Research and Evaluation
Documentation and
Information exchznge

II. Thailand
(continued)

.

.

c) Supplementary readers
for elemen%ary and
secondaiy school
pupils.

.

d) Teaching package for
the separated courst,p,

in population edu-
cation at upper
secondary level.

e) Radio programme on
population education.

.

process in the life
experience and social
studies training
programme.

, .

. .

.

c) Analysis of textbooks
and curricular ma-
terials to ascertain
what population con-
tent is already
included.

d) ,Evaluation of the try-
out of the population
education packages for
the upper secondary
level.

i

e) Follow-up and evalua-
tion of teacher
training.

.

-IL Viet gam,
Socialist
Republic
of ,

. -

4

,

,

.

...

4.

a) National training of
high-level officials
from the Ministry of
Education.

b) Four-week Study visits
of key personnel to'

1.- population education

programmes in Asia.

,

.

.

.
.

,

'

I.

1 o



b) In the out-of-school sector

Countries Curriculum development
.

.

Personnel training Research and Evaluation
,

Pocumentation and
Information exchange

1. Afghanistan
, ---

.

4 ....S

-4... .

a) Developed prototyped
instructional materials

16.......ron populatioh education-

for integration into
various non-formal pro-
grammes of the National'
Agency for Literacy
Campaign.

b) Prepared follow-up ma-
terials on population
education for comp-

. lementary education.

.

.

/

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

2. Bangladesh '

.

1. .

.

a) Sixteen different minis-
tries and divisions are
offering non-formal
'popplation education
programmes as inte-
grated into out-of-
bchool youth programmes,
mothers' clubs, co-
operatives , extension
programmes for farmers;
women's programmes;,
defence personnel and
border police traihing
programmes.

0

b) Production of posters,

flip-charts, pamphlets,
charts, etc.

c) Face-to-face talks,
group discussions.

d) Radio programmes.

Population education has
been integrated into the
training programmes for
various personnel of
different development
programmes.

.

.

,

,

.

.

.

.

%

,

.

7

, ,

.

.
,

N

.

,

,

.

.

ANI

Ls'

24Q3

lit
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2. Bangladesh
(continued)

e) Press releases.

f). Short stories, cartoons.

, .

.

,

3.

I.

.

.

,

,
.

.

India
.

1

'

.

,

-

a) Population education is
integrated into various

. development programmes
of government and ,

voluntary agencies and

universities' out-of- -
school projects.

b) Development of all types
of materials.

,

.

"

44

- .

-

.

a) Training of our4of-
school youth leaders.

,

b) National seminar on
integrating population
education into adult
education.

.

c) jkational seminar on
planning andodevelop-
ment of population
education programme
in adult education.

d) National seminar on
material development
for adult education.

e) National training of
key-ievel persqnnel.

1/4

f) On-going training pro-
grammes for out-of-
school youth, and.
mothers' club.

e

a) Special.pilot research
projects on out-of-
school popuiation edu-
cation undertaken by
uniV6rsities.

.

. .

b) Micro-level research in
population education
for rao villages.

.

- -

.

.

.

-
.

...

a) Building of library
ahd reference service.

b) Seven Mobile
bitioh Unit on popu-;%.

lation education.

.

_c)-Production and dis-
semination of news-
letter.

.

d) Production and dis-,
semihation of publiJ.

cation to key-level'
training persons.

e) Translation in
regional languages.

.

'

4.

'

Indonesia

.

.

a) Population education is

integrated into various
development agencies
and ministries,

b) Development of motiv-
ational, instructional
and follow-up materials

such as posters, sound/

a) Training of key per-
sonnel, adminis-

tratorssupervisors,
instructors both at
central and regional
levels.

.

b) Training of personnel

%and fnaquctors of

On-going monitOfing and
supervision in the
Provinces.

'

.

.

.

. ,

.

.

(
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.
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,
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4

4. Indonesia
(continued)

slides, cassettes,
flip-charts, puppets,'
filmstrips and slidts.

c) The non-formal edu-
catioit in the Ministry

of Education and
Culture developed three
packages for the
following users: (i)

those who are still
% illiterate; (ii)'drop-

outs of primary and
secondary schools;
(iii) those who did not
have the opportunity to
attend school.

1

4) Radio programmes and
radio dramas on popu-
,lation education.

private agencies.

.

.

.

,

'

V

4

.

.

,

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

-

.

5. Malaysia

-

.

a) Population education is
integrated into com-
munity development pro-
grammes of the Ministry
of Agriculture, Family -
Life Education,
Population Dynamics and
Planning, Family Health.

4

b) Development of curricu-
lum arid motivational
materials, posters,
paMphlets, booklets,
charts, slide-tapes,
audio-visual aids,
radio programmes, and
others. .

Integration of population
education in the training
programmes for various
personnel of development
programmes and agencies
such as Family Planning,
National Institute of'-
Public Administration,
Ministry of Health,
Agriculture University,

'Ministry of Youth, EPU and
SEPU.

.

l

.

/1

,

_

_

,

'

.

.

4

,

.

.

,

1 !

... 1

4

ts-
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T
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.

Research and Evaluation

a
InformAtion
Documentation and .

exchange

6. Nepal
.

.:.

a) Integration of popu-
lation education into
adult education covering
20 centres in four
districts.

b) Development of curricu-
lum materials consisting
of 'six self-llarning,
booklets for adults,

c).Development of source
book on population .

education for field
workers, sample motiv-
ational and instruc-
tidnal materials. .

a) Orientation for key

admAnistrators of non-'
formal population &tut
cation programme.

6) Workshop for th'e

preparation of 'instruc-
tional materials for
the project staff of
the non-formal popu-
lation education
programme.

-

. '

.

.

.

ft

,

.

.7. Pakistan

.

.

'op lation education is
g carried out through

00 Adult Education
a

antres of, various agencies,
-e.gt Ministry of Education,
Social Welfare, Women's
Division, Adulttiteracy
Centres and the Population
Division.

--- -

.

'

a) Establishmedt of two
Population Welfare
Training Institutes to
impart otientation and
education in population
to personnel of various
governments, semi-
governments and private
agencies.

b) Orientation programmes
provided to 400
councillors.

,

c) Orientation of Members
of Advisory Management
Committees of Family
Welfare Centres.

.

,

.

.

,

t-ft

.

.
.

,

1 6
or'
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.
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.
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Documentation and
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7. Pakistan
(continued)

.

.

d) Training of women with
special emphasis on
MC% and income
werating skills.

.

8. Philippines
,

.

,

a) Population education
. is integrated into the

various development
and non-formal edu--
cation programmes.

b) Development of cur-
riculum materials and

' syllabi integrating ,

population education
into adult and out-of-
school youtkeducation
programme, agriculture,
home-making, nutrition,
family planning pro-
grammes, etc.

c) Development of manuals,
handbooks, fiip-charts,
flash cards, magazines,
comic books, posters,
spot announcements,
jingles, pamphlets,
films, filmstrips,
sound slides, puppets,
folk media, etc.

Population education is
integrated into the train-
ing programmes for the
various personnel of these
different development
agencies.

.

,

)

-

..,1

.

'.

..

*

1 ii.

a) KAP studids on ac-

.
ceptorsland would-be
acceptois.-

b) Studies on the effec-
tiveness of some in-
structional materials
like the comics, flip-
charts, etc.

.

4.,

.

,-------
.

.
.

.

-

1

'

.04

,

9. Republic
of Korea

a) Development of package
programme in popu-
latibn education for
adults which consists
of nine self-learning
modules, slide and

tape presentations.

a) Training of 840 primary
school teachers to_con-
duct population edu-
cation for parents and
adults.

Survey on the population
consciousness and its
effects on youth and out-
of-school youth. .

c

,

Establishment of net-
work of non-formal
population education
agencies in 13 special
cities and provinces
through local health
centres with asaisthnce
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.
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9.

r

Republic
of KorTa
(continued)

.

.

a

.

b) Development of ;locket

books, charts, dia-
logues, brochures,
cartoons and learners'
guidebooks, dramas,
two slide books for
the use of the adult
learners and the adult
education facilitators'
guidebook.

c) Development of popu7.

lation awareness edu-
cation for out-of-
school youth and
adults on aspects 'of
small-size norms.

i

. .

b) Quar erly training of
130 ersonnel such as
fie d workers, mid-
wiv s, health workers,
co unity leaders and
of icers in local'
or:anizations/agencies.

/
.

ft

..

I

.

.
. .

.

of local board of edu-
cation.

.

.. ,
.

4

.

.

. 3...

.

,

'

10.

.

Sri Lanka

,

.

a) Population education
is integrated'into
adult education for
both out-of-school
youth and adults,
health, information
labour and other
family planning
agencies. /

b) Development of posterA,
pamphlets, booklets.

/

c) Production of radio ,

programmes.
c

d) Development of cur-
riculum integrating/
copulation education
into various develop-
ment programmes. I

. .

i

Iopulation education has
een introduced in the
asic training programmes

/0
f nurses, midwives,

public health inspectors
/ and all personnel of .

/ Ministry of Health;
personnel of the labour
sector and family plan-
ning organizations.

:

. -

.-.... .

..

.

,

.

,

4

.

,

.

.

I

.

)

.

. .

.

.

.

,

.

.
-

.

.
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Countries rriculum development Personnel training ResearcAnd Evaluation Documentation and
Information exchange

11. Thailand a) Development of extension ) Training of 57 trainers a) Case study on the a) Production and dis-workers' package and for extension workers development of out-of- tribution,of popu-
supplementary readers for
use in the field by the
Ministry of Education

from agriculture,
health, communit
development'and non-

schbol population
education.

lation education
wall newspapers.

and Culture. formal education.
. b) An analysis of popu-

lation education
b) Library and refer-

ence services.
b) Integration of population b) Training of agricul- - modular training

.

.

education to curricula
of agriculture, labour,
co-operatives and planned

tural extension workers
and volunteers.

.

packages tryout.

parenthood programmes:,.

c) Development of instruc-
tional and motivational

c) Development of train-
ing package.

d) Training of personnel

.

.

materials, audio-visual of various development

,

aids, slide-tape
presentations, cards,
etc.

d) Production of radio
programme correspondent
broadcasts both separate
and integrated with
other nonformal edu-
cation programme.

agencies integrating
population ecucation.

.

, .
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